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Public Hearing
On Taxes Set
A public hearing will be held at 10
a.m. Tuesday, July 24, to hear com-
ments from the public regarding the
proposed 1979 tax rates on real property
by the Murray Commai Council.
In a special meeting' Monday night,
the council members proposed to ex-
ceed the compensating tax rate by
levying a proposed tax rate of 34.6 cents
per $100 of assessed property valuation
that will be spent in the following areas
of city government: police ajid fire
protection and street improvement.
The 1979 compensating tax rate, 33.2
cents, is derived by dividing the 1979
reevaluation of 1978 property by the
1978 property tax revenue.
Expected revenue from the proposed
tax is $432,643.95. This estimated figure
totals revenue from the 1978 tax plus
, four percent.
According to House Bill 44, a four
percent tax increase is the maximum
increase allowable. House Bill 44
permits cities to exercise a one-time
catch-up provision in the first year of
compliance to produce the absolute
maximum tax rate that may well be
greater than the compensating tax
rate. .
In such an instance, the calculations
under the formula will determine a tax
rate ( falling between the maximum
and compensating tax rates) that would
produce a four percent growth in
property tax revenue on old year real
property over the last year's amount.
At that point, the governing body may
determine if it wishes to exceed the four
percent growth tax rate by going as
high as the absolute maximum tax rate.
If the four percent growth on year old
real property is exceeded, such action
is subject to a petition—referendum
action by the electorate. Revenue from
"new property" is added to the amount
generated by the from year old real
property and said "new property"
revenue is thereto' e nut considered in
calculating the four percent growth




Action on the, long-running Glendale
Road situation will be delayed pending
three factors proposed at Monday
night's public meeting with owners of
property adjacent to the road, mem-
Abers of the Murrays,Common Council
and concerned citizens.
The factors include rewriting of
deeds of easement to adjacent property
owners, the Murray city planner
meeting with two Department of
Transportation officials and checking
with state authorities on funds
previously allocated from the gover-
nor's contingency fund.
After discussion at the hearing,
Mayor Melvin B. Henley stated some of
the deeds may have to be reworked.
Steve Zea, city planner, said he hoped
to meet with Jim Klevinger, DOT First
District engineer in charge of design,
and Brian Stewart, DOT Fire Dist*/
engineer in charge of planning.
Zea added he hoped they could
discuss the Glendale Road situation
with the concerned property owners.
Zea_psesented sets of state plans for
the road that property owners
examined. A spokesman for citizens
proposed the plans be accepted as is
and road construction be complete by
1981.
Concerning the $109,000 from the
contingency fund, Henley stated he
wrote Gov. Julian Carroll about what
portion was to be given to the road. He
added the he never received an answer
but currently, he is checking with the
DOT.
Gov. Carroll has previously notified
city officials that he would provide the
$109,000 needed as the city's share of
the project from his contingency fund.
Either Atlantic Or Indian
FAMILY PLANNING — Faye Stephens, community health worker with the
Calloway County Health Department, discusses family planning with a
client.
Photo By Peggy Wakefield
Health Department Can
Aid In Family Planning
Many people plan their families and
space their children sp that life can be
richer • and more reWarding for each
family member.
The Calloviay County Health
Department. can aid people in all
aspects of family planning from in-
formation to counseling to a physical
examination by a medical doctor. The
4
department also has a number of very
effective methods of birth control
„available.
More information about family
planning or other programs offered by
the health department can be obtained
by contacting the local community
heatlh worker at 753-3381 or by stopping
by the department at 701 Olive St.
Skylab May Fall Harmlessly In Ocean
By HOWARD BENEDIC1'
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Skylab's
"countdown to crash" ticked relen-
tlessly on today, and a space agency
official said there is a good chance all
the debris from the faltering „-hulk will
plunk harmlessly into the south
"Mantic or Indian oceans on Wed-
nesday.
"Right now, it looks like it's going to
come down in the south Atlantic Ocean
or in the Indian Ocean," said. Richard
G. Smith, head of the space agency's
Skylab task force.
The North American Air Defense
Command said today in its 5:55 a.m.
eDT forecast that the 77.5-ton station
will fall out -of orbit hi a 121/2-hour
period, between 4:54 a.m. and 5:24 p.m.
CDT Wednesday.
The midpoint of that period was set at
: 09 a.m.
But Smith cautioned that predictions
at this point are imprecise, and if the
station "flies a little longer, pieces
could hit Australia. Or if it flies even
longer, or backs up, parts of it could fall
in the United States."
The midpoint prediction has
remained fairly steady — within a
range of 12 minutes — for three straight
forecasts, making it likely that Skylab
will reenter at mid-day Wednesday.
If the Skylab entry does begin at 11:09
p.m., the spacecraft would begin to
break up over the South Atlantic and
scatter hundreds of molten debris over
that body of water, off the coast of
South Africa, and in the Indian Ocean.
The debris, with chunks weighing from
1 pound to 21/2 tons, is expected to
scatter over an area 4,000 miles long
and 100 miles wide.
Omthe previous forecast, issued six
hours earlier, some of the debris would
have dropped over west central
Australia, a sparsely populated area,
but under the latest forecast that area
would be spared.
However, later forecasts could put
Australia back into the picture. And if
Skylab should stay up another hour
beyond that point, the debris would fall
in the United States and Canada.
Trackers said the Skylab was or-
biting at an altitude of 110 miles, a drop
of eight miles in 24 hours. At 100 miles,
it will begin to glow from the heat of re-
entry. At about 70 miles, it will begin to
break apart.
"If the middle time-frame holds
good, we are in an excellent set of or-
bits," said Richard G. Smith, head of
NASA's Skylab task force. "That turns
out to be the set of orbits with the least
population under it."
All the orbital paths in that middle
time-frame pass over various sections
of the United States. All also traverse
large stretches of ocean.
NASA continued to emphasize that
the chances are slim any pieces of
Sliklab will cause injury or damage.
But the agency advised that people who
hear news reports Skylab is coming
their way head for the lower floors of a
house or building.
Smith cautioned that the predictions,
made by the North American Air
Defense Command are not precbe
because of different natural forces
working on Skylab. These include
variations in the gravitational pull of
land masses and oceans, atmospheric
friction and solar flares, which heat up
the atmosphere and increase drag on a
satellite.
Even NORAD's final prediction,
corning two hours before expected re-
entry, will be only 20 percent accurate,
he said. That means the station could
Hotel-Motel Operators Feel Effeets
s
Of Gas Shortage As Business Drops
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Despite
improved business at Kentucky's resort
parks, private hotel-motel operators'
are still feeling the effects of unstable
gasoline supplies, spokesrnen said.
Occupancy rates at private hotels
and motels along Kentucky interstate
highways last week averaged 15 per-
cent below the same week last year,
Les Nichols, executive director of the
Kentucky Hotel-Motel Association, said
Monday.
Nichols said business in June was off
about 22 percent.
Business in Louisville, Lexington and
northern Kentucky, which relies more
on convention business, was down
about 15 percent in June, according to
Nichols.
Nichols said his best estimate was
that business in metropolitan areas last
week was off about half as much as
business along the interstates.
The 15 percent decline means the loss
of most of the profits for many private
hotels and motels. Nichols added. He
said most motels can turn a profit with
about a 60 percent yearround oc-
cupancy rate. The average occupancy
rate in Kentucky last year was about 75
percent, he said.
"Overall, I think this is much more
severe than in 1973-74, (during the Arab
oil embargo) which was very severe,"
Nichols said.
Much of Kentucky's problem, ac-
cording to Nichols, lies in the fact that
most of the state's tourists come from
Midwestern cities where gas supplies
are low. "They don't know that we have
plenty of gas here," he added.
"Kentucky is one of 13 states affected
the least by the gasoline situation. But
where we get our customers from
(Midwestern cities) is the hardest-hit
areas," Nichols said.
Murray Guard Unit To Train
At Fort Hood, Tex., July 13
The Kentucky Army National Guard
unit from Murray.will join over 1700
guardsmen from 18 communities in the
commonwealth for two weeks of annual
training at Fort Hood, Texas beginning
July 13.
The units come from the first and
second battalions of the 123rd Armor
Brigade, 149th Armor Brigade and the
first battalion 623d Field Artillery.
The guardsmen will be training with
their U.S. Army counterparts of the 2nd
Armor Division, headquartered at Fort
Hood. Kentucky Adjutant General Billy
G. Wellman said that Fort Hood is a
perfect post to train armor units
because of the flat terrain.
Wellman also noted that in the past
year, the west Kentucky armor-- units
have made significant gains in
recuiting and are almost all over 90
percent of their authorized strength.
The Murray unit is currently at ap-
proximately 145 per cent strength.
come down anywhere over a 15,000-mile
path.
If present predictions hold, Smith
said, NASA probably will make no
attempt to delay Skylab's re-entry a
few orbits by sending commands to fire
the craft's thrusters and decrease the
drag. That is an option officials plan to
use only if it appears the station is
headed for re-entry on an orbital path
over heavily populated areas.
Instead, Smith said, the thrusters will
be fired about eight hours before the
predicted re-entry to start Skylab
tumbling. That, he said, will prevent
the big vehicle from skipping through
orbits, like a stone on water, as it
straws the everthicker atmosphere.
Previous space vehicles have skipped
in just such a manner, delaying their
fiery plunges for an hour or more.
The debris will fall over an area 100
miles wide and 4,000 miles long, with
the heaviest pieces traveling farthest
because of their velocity. When they hit
the ground, the srnall pieces will be
traveling about 30 mph and the largest
ones about 250 mph.
NASA has calculated the odds of
anyone being struck at 152 to one. The
odds of a particular individual being hit
are 600 billion to one.
today's index















Partly cloudy and warm with
chance of showers through
Wednesday. Lows tonight ,in the
60s. Itighs wednesday in the low
80s east to around 90 west.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Thursday through
Saturday calls for little or no
precipitation with near normal
temperatures. Highs in the 80s






LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
nation's governors today strongly
endorsed President Carter's plan to
deregulate the price of crude oil and use
the "windfall" profits to help solve the
country's energy problems.
By a vote of 19-9 at the closing session
of its annual convention, the National
Governors Association adopted a
resolution supporting the president's
embattled policy in virtually every
detail.
"Deregulation is necessary to
provide industry the incentive to
produce more energy and move toward
full replacement cost," the resolution
said. "Pricing all-oil-and gas at worid
prices will encourage conservation and
make alternative energy sources more
economically competitive.
"Furthermore, the inflationary effect
of deregulation will be significantly
countered by the strengthening of the
dollar and a corresponding reduction in
all import costs, including those for
oil," the governors said.
Deregulation had almost unanimous
support among the governors. The only
fight was over the tax that Carter
proposes on "windfall" profits ex-
pected to accrue to the major oil
compairs by the time government
ceilings on crude oil prices are com-
pletely lifted on Oct. 1, 1981.
Republican Gov. William Clements of
Texas led an effort to have the
governors back 100 percent return of
windfall profits to the energy com-
panies for new production. He argued
that all-out search and development of
new energy is the only answer to the
energy crisis.
"We are in a crisis situation in this
cuntry that exceeds Pearl Harbor,"
Clements said.
But the resolution finally approved by
the governors with only one vote to
spare for the required two-thirds
majority calls for some of the windfall
tax money to be spent on energy con-
servation and assistance for the poor
and elderly who will be hardest hit as
fuel prices rise because of deregulation.
"We have people who cannot affofd
7,11.7it'.3 going to happen to them,"
Republican Gov. Robert Ray of Iowa
argued in support of the additional
provisions.
The governors, however, voted down
an effort to add mass transit to the
program, as Carter had proposed.
Carter's oil decontrol plans, an-
nounced in the spring, drew the wrath
of consumer groups, and the move has
been credited as one of the reasons for
his skid in the popularity polls.
But when the resolution passed the
governors' committee on natural
resources and environmental
management on Monday the question of
whether to decontrol prices was not
even (11kt-ft:SOT "
The debate came over the attendant
tax Carter has proposed on the windfall
profits which will result from higher oil
prices. Although the fight was spirited,
Carter carried that issue too.
The endorsement by the gOvernors,
at their annual convention here, follows
a similar action by the country's
mayors at their meeting in Pittsburgh
last month, and both represent a major
achievement by the administration.
Decontrol, the administration ad-
mits, will drive up the price of oil arid is
likely to ag,vate an already em-
barrassing inflailon rate. And this is a
critical concern for state and local
officials who have high fuel costs in
their operating budgets and a lot of poor
citizens who cannot afford to heat their
homes or drive to work.
The mayors' backing came after
spirited debate and extensive White
House lobbying, but it was accepted in
the end as a necessary evil leading
toward eventual solution of the energy
shortage— itself a major cause of their
inflation woes.
The lobbying wasn't even necessary
with the governors, who apparently
came here resolved to decontrol. Gov.
Richard Lamm of Colorado, the
committee chairman, called Carter's






Ftising*rices, closing service Stations
and growing limits on fuel sales are
starting to change the way Americans
drive. And that, experts say, has helped
shorten long waiting lines at gas
stations.
But that could change again quickly,
officials warn, as July fuel allocations
start to run out — an end-of-the-month
pattern that has plagued motorists in
many areas since this spring.
A nationwide survey by The
Associated Press has found marked
improvement in many areas of the
Northeast, the Mid-Atlantic states and
the Midwest, where drivers had been
simmering in long lines.
Many recreation and tourist areas
reported traffic was heavier — and
business better — last weekend than on
previous weekends, but still below last
year's levels. Because many stations
close on weekends, motorists appear to
be driving less, (wng the cruah, on
supplies, some officials say.
Dan Lundberg, publisher of an oil
industry newsletter, said shorter lines
do not mean the problem of gasoline
shortages has been solved.
"Overwhelmingly, what we are
seeing is an accommodation of the
public to the amount (of gasoline )
available," Lundberg said Monday.
"There certainly isn't any surplus."
However, President Carter an-
nounced that Saudi Arabia, which sells
more fuel than any other member of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, would increase crude oil
output.
Meanwhile, the Sun Co. in
Philadelphia said its refining and
marketing units increased their July
gasoline allocation, retroactivg to July
1, to 75 percent from 70 percent of July
1978 deliveries. Sun, which markets
Sunoco and DX gasoline, said the in-
crease was made potsible by purchases
on the spot market
In other developments Monday:
--Police in Rhode Island, which
adopted odd-even rationing last week,
said weekend traffic was heavy in
beach and tourist areas.
—The Georgia State Patrol says
traffic heading for Florida is below
normal. Some motel operators on
Interstate 75, which runs through the
middle of Georgia, report occupancy
rates sharply off.
—In Connecticut, more stations were
open over the weekend and the crowds
at beaches were larger than previous
wstekends. State officials attributed the
change to more plentiful supplies and
better conservation efforts by
motorists.
—New York City and its northern
suburbs, afflicted with very long lines
and very high prices, had shorter lines
Monday.
Mayfield Council
Two Votes Shy Of
Hiring Fire women
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — The city's
first three women firefighter recruits
are out of work today after the city
council was two votes shy of the
required number to make their em-
ployment permanent.
The vote Monday night to hire the
women was six in favor and four
against, with eight affirmative votes
needed to carry the motion. Two
council members were not present.
During ;Li hour's discussion the
council was told by the chairman of its'
finance committee, Dan Garrott, that it
would be too costly to employ the three
recruits, Sheila Gimple, Diedra Collett
and Evon Concentine.
The chairman of the public safety
committee, Jerry Ford, urged that the
council employ the recruits. He said the
city's insurance rater 'aid be affected.
The firefighters ..inbulance staff
are operated jointly, and Pdrd 'aid they
are considerably understaffid when
Mayfield's four ambulances are out on
runs at the same time.
• The mayor, Charles 0. Davis, had
tone .along with Ford's recom-
thendation that the women be em-
ployed.
The fire chief, Howard Bowdy, says
his 40-member staff is too thin to cope
with situations that might arise. He
wanted the three additional employees
to offset such problems.
The women recruits were with the
department about three weeks, and will
again be considered when an opening
comes to the fire department
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Universitv Class Has Reunion At
Sirloin Stockade And Beane Home
The Murray Cniversity
School Class of 1969 held its
ten year class reunion
recently at the Sirloin
Stockade.
Steve Cavitt, Paducah
ministEr, gave the invocation
and introduced classmates
participating in the program.
Debbie HarreII -Sha-pla and
Liz Gowans Hill introduced
the member i of the 1969
graduating class, followed by
Cdrolyn Hendon Colson who
gave a reunion planning
committee report.




When....," a collection of
school time memories
collected front classmates.
Sam Collins presented the
following awards: Rita
Winchester Starks, marrielt,
longest; Sam Collins, traveled
fartherest and class bachelor;
Steve Arant and Debbie
Harrell Shapla, most
children; Bob Alsup and Linda:-
Houston Beane, least changed .
male and female; Bob Alsup,
newest wed; Liz Gowans Hill,








Super Special For kids 1/2 PriceSpaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
H-1.Jdes As A)./cry s
FREE REFILLS ON DitiNhs
You Can't Eat This Good






Nits At These Theatres
" All Seats $1.50
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Ends Thin'. United Artists Pt.
In The Cheri Next "Moonraker" (PG)
No Passes•No Bargain Rite
In space no one can {7:10, 9:20
hear you scream. 
ALIEN,
- 841(5 Central t tr








The Comedy Hit of '79 ' 7:20,9:
BARBRA STREISAND RYAN O'NEAL
 'THE 1404 miff
0 J27
If! South




rii-Thwrs. THE BOYS [10:30  Only
FROMIRAZIL 
Coming Fri-Rocky II (PG).
• • • • • • 1.!.11....1 • • • • • II.
• • • •••
• • •
The class joined in the
singing of the school song, and
Steve Cavitt gave a
"Challenge For the Future."
Following the banquet, the
group was invited to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Beane
for dessert.
Members of the reunion
planning committee were




 Shapla, and Liz
Gowans Hill.
Class members and spouses
attending the reunion were
Mr. and Mrs.' Bob Alsup,
Marion; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Anderson,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Cavitt, Paducah;, Sam Collins,
New York City, N. Y.; Mr. and
Mrs. David (Shelia Stations)
McGinnis, Hixson, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ray (Glenda White)
Worthington, Owensboro; Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch (Liz Gowans )
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Rocky
Debbie Harrell) Shapla, Mr.
and Mrs. Kennie (Carolyn
Hendon) Colson, Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Linda Houston) Beane,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Washer, Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Rita Win-
chester) Starks, Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Kemp, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Blalock, and Mr. and




.Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F.
Story, 101 Central, Mayfield,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Allyson Leigh, weighing eight
pounds seven ounces,
measuring 1934 inches, born
on Friday, June 29, at 3:21
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. .
They have one son, Brad,
3'2. The father is employed at
the Union Carbide Nuclear
Company, Paducah. -
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Story, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wyatt,
Mayfield.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Festus L. Story,
Murray Route 1, Mrs. J. L.




Read At Brooks Chapel
Miss Mayda Lee Gregory
and Donald Keith Ragsdale
were united in marriage on a
June evening in a candleight
ceremony at the Brooks
Chapel United Metqbdist
Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gregory
of Benton, and the groom is
the son of Mrs. Anna Mary
Ragsdale and the late :ames
Albert Ragsdale of Murray.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Glen Elliott. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Martia York, sister of the
bride, vocalist and guitarist,
and Cheryl York, pianist
The vows were exchanged
before an altar decorated with
heart and spiral cande:abra
and two baskets of blue
daisies, white gladioli, and
baby's breath. The family
pews were decorated with
hurricane lamps with blue
bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a floor length gown of
white organza with venise lace
trim. The Queen Anne
neckline and midriff were
adorned with venise ap-
pliques, and organza formed
short double butterfly sleeves.
The full a-frame skirt featured
a double flounce edged with
venise at the hemline and
created a full chapel train. A
tiered veil edged in matching
venise lace was caught to a
lace band.
She carried a nosegay of
white daisies, stephanotis, and
baby's breath. Her jewelry
included a diamond pendant,
borrowed from her sister, and
diamond earrings, a gift of the
groom.
Miss LaDon Dowdy, cousin
of the bride, served as maid of
honor, and Miss Tonia Barnett
was the bridesmaid. They
.wore identical gowns of blue
flowered print trimmed with
white lace and blue ribbon.
They carried nosegays of silk
blue daisies and wore baby's
breath in their hair.
The flower girl was Angie
• Thompson who Was attired
identical to the other at-
tendants.
tsrul Mrs. Duntilil Keith iitigstlafr
Serving as best man was
Craig Dowdy, cousin of • the
bride. Larry Ragsdale,
brother of the groom, served
as groomsman.
Ushers were Jimmy
Ragsdale, brother of the
groom, and Tim York,
brother-in-law of the bride.
The aisle carpet was rolled
by Alex -Dowdy, cousin of the
Vide. Scrolls and rice bags
were handed out by Jenny
Ragsdale, niece of the groom,
and Alex Dowdy.
The mother of the bride
wore a pink knit gown and had
a corsage of pink silk roses.
The groom's mother was
attired in a green knit gown
and had a corsage of yellow
silk roses.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Teresa Ragsdale,
sister of the groom.
HEALTHki7-4
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
•
B-12 shots needed \
DEAR DR. LAMB - Lhad
a .portion of Amy stomach
removed because of a bleed-
ing ulcer. Due to my opera-
tion I have been told to take
B-12 pills . and to get 8-12
injections to prevent or cor-
rect a type of anemia that
develops when people have
had this stomach operation.
My question is, are the B-12
pills alone sufficient'?
DEAR READER -
You're talking about perni-
cious anemia which results
from a vitamin B-12 defi-
ciency. The anemia is only
part of the picture. You can
also have changes in the
spinal cord causing perma-
nent paralysis if your body
doesn't get enough 8-12.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-5,
Vitamin B-12, Folic Acid,
Pernicious Anemia, to give
you more information on
this subject. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me, in ckre of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter I'm
sending you explains, B-12 is
absorbed into your blood-
stream through the small
intestine. First, though, it
has to be acted on by a
substance from your stom-
ach called the intrinsic fac-
tor. Without this substance
the B-12 cannot be absorbed.
After suigical removal` of a
major portion of your stom-
ach, it may not produce
enough intrinsic factor. That
same thing can happen to
the stomach without surgery
causing pernicious anemia.
Obviously,-if you swallow
vitamin 8-12 you still won't
replace the intrinsic factor
provided by your stomach.
The Way doctors get around
this problem is by injecting
the vitamin B-I2. Once it's
injected, it can be picked up
directly by your blood:'
stream and you don't have to
depend on intrinsic factor or
your digestive system to
provide it to your circula-
tion.
So the answer to your
question is that you do need
B-12 injections, not just pills.
DEAR DR. LAMB - - I
have noticed that you sug-
gest using corn oil to lower
one's cholesterol level. I'd
like to know if taking the
same amount of safflower
oil has thew,*effect. I'm
not quarr with your
opinion, but since I use saf-
flower oil, I'd like to know if
it's doing more harm than
good. I am taking two table-
spoons daily.
DEAR READER Ap-
parently you have misunder-
stood my remarks. I do not
recommend taking either
corn oil, safflower oil or any
other oil to lower .one's cho-
lesterol. I do recommend
that you use one of the
polyunsaturated oils ior
cooking and salads rather
than saturated fats.
That doesn't mean I think
you should add a lot of tot to
your diet. Quite the . con-
trary. The prevailing opin-
ion among heart specialists
is that you should linnt your




You do need some polyun-
saturated oils in your diet
and safflower oil is a good
source for this. It's rela-
tively low in saturated fat
and high in polyunsaturated
fat. Corn oil has a little bit
more saturated fat than saf-
flower oil.
The fat in fish contains
some of the most unsatu-
rated fats in our food.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Donald Ford of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH







was Everett Walker of Hazel.






104 North 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office Hours By Appointment Telephone: 753-7318
Reception
A reception followed the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Serving at the reception
were Cindy Wiley, Rae Anne
Gardner, Donetta Cothran,
and Jackie Howell.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Ragsdale are now residing on
Benton Route 1.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Anna _Mary Ragsdale, -en-
tertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the fellowship hall of
the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church.
' STEPHENSON BOY
Mr.. and Mrs. Jerry C.
Stephenson, Puryear, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Matthew Vernon,
weighing seven pounds 14
ounces, born on Wednesday.
July 4, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stephenson and




' Ness born Admission
Crouse, Baby Girl (Cindy),
Rt. 5 Bs. 198, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah W. Story and
Baby Girl, 101 Central Ave.,
Mayfield, Georgie R.
Fleming, Rt. 5 Clifty Rds.,
Paris, Tenn., Robert K.
O'Brien, 2701 Mathis Dr.,
Paducah, Taz Thornton, 902
St,ory, Murray, Mrs. Jean
Colson, Rt. 5 Bx. 150, Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis K. McKinney, Rt.
5 Bx. 350, Benton, Clyde
Robertson Jr., Rt. 3 Bx. 429H,
Murray. Mrs. Barbara A.
Wheatherly, 501 S. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Dena A. Burd,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Mona L.
Jackson, Rt. 5 Bx. 226A, Paris,
Tenn., Jarnesl.. Henson, Rt. 1,
Hardin, John C. Williams, 1503
Parklane, Murray, Mrs.
Mattie A. Jones, 201 N. 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Reba Henson,
129 Riley Ct., Murray, Earl




(Veronica), Rt. 1 Benton.
Dismissals
Phillip R. Jones, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Fern A.
Williams, Rt. 8, Bx. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Pamela J. Lane and
Baby Boy, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Bonnie D. Kerr, Almo, Mrs.
Wanda S. Smith, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Audrey F. Beavers, Rt. 1
Bx. 5, Martin, Tenn., Mrs.
Dorothy P. McCaig, Rt. 3 Bx.
220, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Denola
Walker, 104 N. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda K. Doughty, 810
Taylor, Mayfield, Bryan K -
Rogers, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Frances H. Howard, Rt
1,, Sedalia, Mrs. Omrie M
Hart. Rt. 1 Bx. 166, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Billie J.
McKendree, Rt. 1, Hardin,
William J. Holt, Rt. 7 Bs. 850,
Murray, Pat B. Wallis, 500 S.
6th, Murray, Mrs. Katherine
Hudspeth, 100 Pine, Murray,
Mrs. Elaine Ninuno, Rt. 8 Bx
8, Murray, Mrs. Martha J.
Pritchett, Bx. 148, Almo, Mrs.
Margaret A. Buchanan, R. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Mary L. Phillips,
Rt. 2 Covey lir., Murray, rs
- Patsy Ann Outland, 2 5-1
Maple Ct. Murray, Norman
Butts, Rt. 2 Bx. 15 Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. M-elba I. Landers,
Bx. 246 New Concord, Mrs.
Fannie C. Snow, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Gaylen
Trevathan, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Ruby P. Denning, Rt. 5,
Murray, Jack Skinner, 209
Walnut, Murray, Wright D.
Hainley, Rt. 2 Springville,
Tenn., Thomas W. Lofton, Rt.
7 Bx. 266, Benton, Albert B.
Thompson, Ftt. 3 Paris, Tenn,




_ Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Rudy Hall of Murray.
-HOSPITAL PATIENT
Archie Edmonds of Murray




Color Passports & ID's
WIl!e You Wait 
.ONE DAY FILM PROCESSING
ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
118 So. 12th - 753-0035
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
SN"°N CARUS", IllwIell•f 184ki• W••141•4•44, Iss•rvatiewiti
Osostid• Wits Cesstentsi IVOliaas S. Ns*, Akirifei• N. Maio.
711 Main St., Murray 753-GOGO (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
(AI
9 AM TO 1 PM SATURDAY
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait • •
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
We Honor The Some Credit Cards
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9-8 Wed., Thurs. 1 Fri.
1-5 Sunday
SALE PRICES GOOD
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SAVE 33Y3% TO 60%
REG. $2.99, OM 1 $4.99 
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*INTERLOCK PRINTS !PRINTED SHEERS:PRINT & SOLID QIANA *HEAT TRANSFER PRINTS• *KNITTED SUEDES *INTERLOCK SOLIDS•*T-SHIRT KNITS *FANCY YARN DYES*PONTE-DE-ROMA *TWILLS & POPLINS
*MEN'S WEAR KNITS *CREPE STITCHES
*POLY DOUBLE KNITS PPLUS MANY OTHERS-
.STRETCH TERRY NOT I CLUDED















































































Chapter of the Future Farm
niers of America will have a
summer meeting at the high
school at 7 p.m.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Oaks Country Club should be
made today with Carolyn
Light or Linda Walker.
Selections from the Per-
manent Collection of Murray
State University, including the
Henry Jackson print collec-
tion and the Asian collection,
will be on exhibition in the
Eagle Galler, Fine Arts
Center, through Aug. 2.
Tuesday, July 10
Blood River Baptist Church
Young Women will meet at the
home of Vita Collins at 7 p.m.
Annual board meeting of the
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter will be held at 4 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library..
Murray TOPS, Itake off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Lakeside Singers swill
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Murray High Band will start
summer rehearsals from 7 to 9
p.m. in the high school band
room. All members of the
band are urged to attend the
first rehearsals.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Martha Covey.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Wednesday, July 11
Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. and Parish Council,
St. Leo's Catholic Church, will
meet at 7 p.m., at rectory;
Prayer group meting will be
at 7 p.m. at Seton Center.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf
and bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon at noon.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf
at 9 a.m., tennis at 9:30 a.m.,
and luncheon at noon.
•
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant. -
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 7:30 p.m.
Sur mer Youth Program,
-designed to meet the needs of
the prospective or novice
rodeo participant, a Rodeo
Camp, will be held from July
11 through 14 at the West




will be open for activities by
the Hazel Senior Citizens
including birthday party for
July, Craft Club at 1 p.m.,
program by Mrs. Bramley,
Extension Office, blood
pressure check at noon, and
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 a.m.
Outland Cemetery
homecoming will be held with
basket lunch at noon.
Donations for upkeep may be
sent to Betty Sue Vinson, 2011
Gatesboro, Murray.
DISHES & THINGS
Hwy. 94 East-1 mile out
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-6
Ironstorte Dinnerware
Sets  $16.00 „ up
Canister Sets  $12.00
Bowl & Pitchers •  $7.95
Wine Sets  $12.25 up
Cookie Jars  $4.00 „ up
- LOTS OF OTHER ITEMS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Thursday, July 12
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a salad supper at the
fellowship hall at 6:30 p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will host a
potluck supper at 6 p.m. prior
to the revival services at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at
Triangle Restaurant at 6 p.m.
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will perform
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
"Star Spangled Girl" will be
presented by Purchase Area
Repertory Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Murray State University
Theatre.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Reading
The Woods at 3 p.m., and
Hayride, 7-mile trip along
back-country roads with a
midway stop for a cookout, at
6:30 p.m, both at Center
Station. For hayride make
reservations by 1 p.m. with
cost being $1 per person.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens
activities will be held at the
Ellis Community Center from











2 pounds pink or red fresh
rhubarb
1/2 cups sugar
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
k2 cup water
Trim rhubarb and wash; cut
crosswise into 1-inch lengths;
turn into an electric slow coo-
ker. Stir together sugar and
cinnamon; pour over rlaubarb
and add .pater. Cook at low,
covered, until rhubarb is tender
but still holds its shape — 2 to 3
hours. Chill. Makes 4 to 6
servings.




Bel-Air Center and Olympic Plaza
Open Nights Ti! 9, Sunday 1-5









Here On Aug. 24
Miss Teresa Ann Starks
and Ray f. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Starks, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Teresa Ann, to Ray J. Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy D.
Williams of Murray.
Miss Starks is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Paschall and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Starks, all of
Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from Calloway County High
School in the class of 1977 and attended Murray State
University. She is now employed at Roses.
Mr. Williams is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilson of
Hardin and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Victor Williams of
Murray.
The groom-elect graduated from Callow* County High
School in the class of 1979. He employed at Roses.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Aug- 24, at 7
p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.
RETURN FROM TRIP
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
have returned home after a
vacation in Washington, D. C.,
and Bowie, Md. In Bowie they
were the guests of their son,
Jimmie Klapp, wife, Jean,
and family. The two families
spent five days at Rehoboth
Beach in BeRoboth,
Delaware. After they returned
'to Bowie, Steve Fairchild and
wife, Didi, of New York City,
N. Y., caniejor a short visit.
Steve is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Klapp and
nephew of Jimmie Klapp.
1DeciAA611.
By Abigail Van Buren
Drop the Grudge,
Even Grudgingly
DEAR ABBY: I am a young man who will be married
soon. A problem has come up. I have an aunt and uncle (I'll
call Aunt Sue and Uncle Joc who were my favorite relatives
while I was growing up and they always treated me as if I
were their own son. They are my god parents.
Well, some time ago, something happened between my
parents and Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe. They haven't spoken
since. I still don't know what was behind the quarrel.
I would like to send Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe an invitation
to my wedding.
My parents may be hurt if I do, but I feel that if my
parents want to hold a grudge., it is THEIR grudge, not
mine. I am not sure my aunt and uncle would accept even if
they were invited, but I think they'll apprviate being asked.
What do you think?
C. IN NEW ORLEANS
- •
DEAR C.: Your attitude shows great understanding and
maturity. Children should not be expected to "inherit" and
perpetuate the grudges of their parents. (P.S. If you-decide
to invite them, advise your parents in advance.)
DEAR ABBY: When I am looking at merchandise in a
store and a salesperson inquires in an almost-menacing,
authoritative manner, "May I help you?" talways say, "No,
thanks, I'm just looking." Then I invariably move on.
• Perhaps if I had been left alone to look a little longer. I'd
have decided to buy something. But when help is offered
while I aniarying to make a decision, I am forced to make an
instant decision which is almost always negative.
Please tell salespeople that, if they want to make a sale,
they should let the customer look around until he makes up
his mind to buy.
INTIMIDATED BY SALESPEOPLE
DEAR INTIMIDATED: 1% hererSo you shop? In most
places these days you have to beg a salesperson to write up
your sale. I agree that a salesperson who intimidates the
customer loses the sale, but an offer to help need not be
"menacing and authoritative." How about • friendly, casual,
non-intimidating, "If you need any help, please let me
know."
DEAR ABBY: Over the weekend I atteqded a friend's
wedding. When I got home, I told my-mother that the best
man collected money tor those who wanted to dance with
the bride or groom for a two-minute period. Mother thought
this was cheap. She said she attended one wedding where
this was done and everyone .at_hex-table thought it  Was
disgusting. Others saw this is a tradition and can benefit the
couple by paying for their honeymoon hotel room, for exam-
ple. I am getting married soon and would likelyour opinion.
, DEE
DEAR DEE: Unless this is an accepted custom in your
social group, don't dance for dollars.
DEAR ABBY: I was amused to read about the man who
wanted his ashes scattered over the grounds of the country
club that wouldn't have him as a member.
Perhaps his motiv'es are the same as my sister's. An ar-
dent fan of the Chicago Cubs, she waiiIiIer ashes scattered
over Comiskey Park, hoping the ashes will be blown into tihe
eyes of a White Sox player during a crucial play!
C.E.L.: FORT WAYNE, IN!).
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or • simple do-your -own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "pow to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and • long, stamped 128 cents( self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES evs, 47e
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Capitalize on creativity.
Shared interests with loved
ones bring pleasure. Social life
with friends has ups and
downs.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201 Cc
A busy day with both home
and career interests
demanding attention. Careful
planning allows you to make
progress on both fronts.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Unusual partnership accord
enables you to make an im-
portant decision. Don't get
distracted or disorganized by
scattering energies.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't be pressed into
making a financial decision
until you're ready — which
should be somewhat later in
the day. Opportunity abounds.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
The accent is on partnership
affairs and romantic in-
terests, but don't let too much
time together wear on your
nerves. Pace yourself.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
You'll accomplish much
work now, as long as you don't
rely too heavily on others. For
the best results, do it yourself.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -a--E41
Friends you don't party
with, you may reach by phone.
A fun-filled day, providing you
watch finances and don't
overdo.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)'171"41
Confusing financial matters
at a distance, but a greater
accent on domestic matters.
Talks with superiors lead to
financial gain.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )ef
Joint finances require
-realistic appraisal. Be sure to
keep appointments and follow
through on promises —
otherwise, potential mixups.
CAPRICORN Ape
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1r,,, scr:
Morning hesitancy about
financial mattefs is followed
by clear thinking later. Advice
you receive is worthwhile and
encouraging.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Early differences with close
   Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 11, 1979
okies will be revived later in
the day. A talk clears the air
and results in an Important
decision.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A duty vs. escapism mood
interferes with progress. Be
alert and capitalize on a
favorable work opportunity.
Forget about small slights.
YOU BORN TODAY are
naturally drawn to public life.
Ambitious for ,the limelight
and inclined to -
humanitarianism, you can
make a fine contribution to the
public welfare. Business for
you is a way to make money
and obtain security. Though
inclined to play hunches to get
ahead, use your intuition for
the greater glory of
achievement in the arts.
Talented along many creative
lines, you can succeed as a
writer, musician, actor, ar-
chitect, or painter.
Charismatic, you can also
succeed in politics and reform
movements. Birthdate Yul
Brynner, actor; E.B. White,




should not only cover your
skin, but enhance your
complexion as well. A yellow-
hued skin needs a foundation
with a pink or peach tone, pink
skin looks best with a strictly
beige tone, and grayish skin
calls for peach or rose.
Remernber, in the summer,
you may need a deeper





Pairings for Group C of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club for play at 9:30
a.m. on Thursday and Friday,
July 12 and 13, have been
released.











Kathy Newton, and Janie
Ryan.
Friday's pairings are as
follows:
Court One—Lori Rushing,




Brannon, and Annie Knight.
Court Three—Nancy Fan-
drich, Lashlee Foster, Sandy
Coleman, and Norma Frank.
HOSPITALIZED
Mrs. 0. C. McLemore,
Hickory Drive, Murray, was
recently dismissed from the
Floyd County Hospital, New
Albany, Ind. Mr. McLemore
still rernains a patient there
after undergoing surgery on
June 27. His room number is
249.
. HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kennedy Mathes of Murray















Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3642
Prepasted Strippable
Wallpapet-
$511° Per Single Roll
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FROM Ti Congressional
Record
IA CUISiMM lor Readers Who Haven't Time to




JONES (N.C.) ". . On Tuesday, June
19, the House approved the agricultural
appropriations bill for fiscal year 1980.
Included were necessary funds to
continue the tobacco support program
" as well as other funds for research.
''Congressman Shumway of California
had planned to offer an amendment to
this legislation which would have read
as follows: (An excerpti.
Provider further. That no part of
funds appropriated or otherwise
made available in this Act. . .
provide support, sales or other
disposal functions performed
with respect to tobacco or any
tobacco product.
"Those of us concerned with the
continuation of a very successful
tobacco program were very much
relieved and grateful when
Congressman Shumway announced
that he would not offer his amendment.
"An agricultural economist from the
University of Georgia testified that to
replace the cash income from 1 acre of
tobacco for the 1977 season would
require the cultivation of ap-
proximately 14 acres of soybeans or 15
acres of peanuts. Obviously there is not
that much land available for the in-
creased production. . .
"I think one of the most interesting
studies was released just this month by
Washington Today
the Wharton Applied Research Center
at the University of Pennsylvania. This
surely must be considered an impartial
etisrlv. . . The report estimates that the
tobacco industry's contributions to the
Nation's employment both directly arid
through its spillover effects on the other
industries, amounted to 2,067,000
persons. and produced a total con-
tribution of $12 billion 111 Federal taxes
and $7.3 billion in State and local taxes.
"I hope that this statement will
convince one and all of the necessity
and the soundness of the present
tobacco program as it relates to the
total economy of this entire Nation."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The use of tobacco is a personal
decision. The fact cannot be overlooked
that the raising of tobacco generates an
enormous amount of tax revenue that
would have to be raised by other
methods if present social programs are
to be continued at the present level.
Much of the tobacco tax revenue ends
up as revenue sharing, subsidies to ship
building, grants for education, public
low-bost housing, etc. We repeat, the
use of tobacco is a personal decision.
However, the decision to collect over
$19 billion in taxes generated by the





WASHINGTON AP) —In the span of
three recent weeks, Air Force One
hauled President Carter 26,500 miles to
two continents and across both the
Atlantic and the Pacific.
Carter and his recent predecessors
have flown around the globe so widely
and so routinely that it's a bit difficult
to realize that only 36 years have
passed since an incumbent president,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, first took to the
skies.
When FDR left Miami on Jan. 11,
1943, bound for a World War II con-
ference at Casablanca, the U.S.
government did not have a single
airplane suitable for presidential
travel. Roosevelt flew aboard a
"Clipper" flying boat chartered from
Pan American World Airways.
In subsequent years, records in-
dicate, only one government-owned
presidential plane was grounded
because of a design flaw. Harry
Truman's DC-6, Independence, weRt
out of service for nearly six months in
1947-48 because the heating system
posed a threat of cabin fires.
Tales such as the above, and many
more, will be published in book form
next Tuesday by Coward, McCann &
Geoghegan Inc. Titled "The Flying
White House," the book is written by
J.F. terHorst and retired Air Force CoL
Fçalph Albertazzie.
.TerHorst was former President
gerakl R. Ford's first press secretary
and Albertazzie was Richard M.
Nixon's Air Force One pilot for 5,:s
years.
•As Nixon flew home to California in
Aligust 1974 after resigning his office,
H.R. Haldeman, the indicted former




*low important is the sharing of
unspoken thoughts between close
friends? The English journalist Dennis
Bloodworth, author of The Chinese
Looking Glass (Dell,. 1969), answers
this question with the story of two
friends, one of whom played the lute
while the other listened. One day the
friend who listened died, "and the
musician at once seized his instrument
and smashed it, saying: 'Since there is
no longer anyone to understand, why
play?"
•
MtIrray Ledger St Times
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• 
telephone calls to Nixon aboard Air
Force One seeking a presidential
pardon for Watergate crimes.
Ronald L. Ziegler, Nixon's press
secretary, intercepted both calls and
told Haldeman that there would be no
last-minute pardons.
As the plane flew across central
Missouri, Ford became president and
Air Force One, for the balance of the
flight, became SAM (for Special Air
Missions) 27000.
During the flight to California, Nixon
wandered back to the rear corn-
partment that normally housed
reporters and photographers on Air
Force One.
No press contingent was aboard and
Nixon reportedly announced: "It
certainly smells better back here."
President Truman, often at odds with
the late Sen. Robert A. Taft, R-Ohio,
often asked to be alerted when his plane
was over Taft's home state.
Thus prompted, Truman would visit
the lavatory, then order the pilot to






He Put His Foot In His Mouth
To Get Into The Record Books
I suppose every one of us at one time
or another have ended up with "a foot in
our mouth," but I'll wager few, if any,
of us ever thought of trying to swim so
contorted.
People, I suppose, will do just about
anything for personal recognition, but
who would have ever thought of
swimming half-a-mile with a toe in the
mouth! John L. Meisenheimer, Jr.,
captain of the Eastern Kentucky
University swim team, thought of it and
did it in an effort to get into the Guin-
ness Book of Records.
He pulled off the stunt not long ago in
the Eastern pool before some 300
spectators and in.a time of 30 minutes
and 14 seconds. He- hopes the Guinness
folks will list his record as there are few
world swimming records other than for








1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby JenningsCes yrigM, 1178
Cooling'. the fear of the,,apFiroaching comet occurred the night
of Jan. 6, 1910, when a snow began to fall that continued for three
days, measuring 17 inches, for an all time record, with high winds
whipping up drifts ranging from three to six feet high. Fortunately.
the snow began to melt away within a week.
Melting of the snow was accentuated, presumably, by the
installation of three Republican officers for the fact was the hottest
issue on tap in the cold blast. The new live-pp - a iiii-uiaty officials
included C. L. Jordan as sheriff; T. W. Patterson, --Cotirity judgc,
and J. Clay Erwin, county attorney, all of whom were Republicans.
Reuben Falwell, county court clerk; Joe Lancaster, circuit court
clerk; Hardy Rogers, assessor; Lucille Grogan, county school super-
intendent; At ry Chunn, state representative; Wert Alderson, jailer,
Horace , ill, coroner, Dertiocrats. City offit+rs, all Democrats,
were also installed for the new year...4 E. A. Hughes, mayor; S. P.
Simpson, police judge; councilmen, J. D. Rowlett, E. S. Diuguid,
Tom Morris, D. W. Dick, J. E. Owen, A. J. Beale. Council members
appointed Gus Nix as police chief and A. S. Brooks, deputy mar-
shal. Brooks and Judge Simpson were paid $65 a month plus half
of the fines, thus becoming interested parties in the conviction
process.
The $30,000 bond issue for financing- a water works system for
Murray had passed by a vote of 197 to 77. Despite its passage
providing for a source of pure water to-alleviate the yearly scourge
of typhoid fever, extensive opposition developed challenging the
wisdom of permitting :inside toilets in the city.. The very idea of
constructing privies within households was an nnnerving yropostion
for a society accustomed to the great outdoors for such needs for
thousands of years. Disdainfully, rural people frowned upon such
concept of progress, further widening the gap between farmers and
townspeople with such outlandish ideas.
To Be Continued
• E-ditor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
of .The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1976" to be printed, the
authors request that prospective buyers indicate number of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by Septem-
ber, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
*221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
How do you swim with a foot in your
mouth? Meisenheimer did it by
swimming on his back using a slightly
modified elementary backstroke
movement of his arms to propel himself
through the water.
His foot was held in his mouth by
biting on his big toe, which had been
padded with rubber. He solved his
breathing problem by inventing what
he called "a toe snorkel." This was a 3-
inch-long, curved plastic tube which he
taped to his big toe and fitted into his
mouth.
Unless you are an excellent swim-
mer, in top physical condition, can bend
yourself into a pretzel and are about
half nuts, I wouldn't recommend trying
this for the Eastern swim coach had
this to say after Meisenheirner's stunt:
"John made the swim look easy, but
the stunt required an extreme amount
of flexibility, strength and endurance. -
He overcame pain barriers during the--
swim from pulled muscles in his leg and
pain in his toe because of loss of cir-
culation, but he is an extremely hard
worker and when he puts his mind to
doing something he does it."
Meisenheimer had planned the stunt
months before and trained for it in his
spare time even though he practiced
four hours a day with the swim team.
++++++
Now, how's this for a good luck story.
One day last week, Barbara Olive,
the dispatcher at the Murray State
Security Office, received a long
distance call. The caller identified
himself as Paul McCormish. He was
calling from Indianapolis, Ind., to
report that he had found a Murray State
graduate ring at Lake Lemrnon in
Southern Indiana.
Engraved on the inside of the ring
were the initials, "B.C.H." and the
date, "1968."
.Security Director Joe Green checked
with the Registrar's Office and was
Business.Mirror
given two names, the initials of each
being "B.C.H." One was those of
Brandley C. Hanson of Hillsdale, ILI,
while the others belonged do Betty
Curtis Hartwig of Leitchfield, Ky.
Joe's first call was to the Hanson
home, and Mrs. Hanson answered. "I
asked if her husband had lost a Murray
State class ring in southern Indiana,"
he said. "She gasped and replied, 'yes,
he did."
Joe proceeded to tell her that such a
ring had been found by a man in
Indianapolis who wanted to return Iti
Mrs. Hanson, who turned out to be the
former Betty Bucy, a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Bury, Route 3, Hazel,
and a 1970 graduate of Murray State
herself, then told Joe that her husband -
had lost the ring while on a fishing trip
to the lake more than 11 years ago. It
had meant a great deal to him, and he
long had regretted theloss, she said.
Jiie then gave her McCormish's name
and telephone number, and she
promised to drop hiln a card when the
ring was returned to her husband.
Hanson, a native of Moline, HI., is
with the U.S. government in a
rehabilitation position at Hillsdale,
wgich is in northwest Illinois just
across the Mississippi River from Iowa.
Betty earned a business education
degree at Murray State, taught for a
while and is now employed at a hospital
in their town.
++++++
A reflection of moods: The other day
over an early morning cup of coffee at
Sammons' Bakery, Murray Mayor
Melvin Henley was asked why he
always appeared so solemn and un-
willing in all those proclamation-
signing ceremonies pictured in the
newspaper.
"Heck, that's easy," he replied
without the slightest trace of a smile.
"There's nothing to smile about down




NEW YORK (AP) — Lost amid the
cacophony of crisis news, of gasoline
shortages that compel attention, for
example, are observations worthy of
recognition, for their significance if not
for their urgency.
Among them are commentaries from
the private sector that may be worth
of consideration or even perhaps of
reconsideration.
Such as the remarks of H- enry Ford
II, chairman of Ford Motor Co., at the
University of Chicago last Anrk26, a
few days before announcing hould
quit as chief executive officer on Oct. 1.
"In recent decades we businessmen
have neglected many genuine problems
and turned a blind eye to conditions that
should have caught our attention. Often
we have simply been stupid.
"We have refused to confront some of
the crucial issues of our time, and as a
result we have played directly into the
hands of our critics and helped to make
matters worse.
"The whole issue of consumerism is a
prime example... 
"Maybe we wouldn't have won any
prizes if we had answered auto-safety
charges more effectively before the
consumerists moved into the area, but
we would have saved ourselves -- and
customers — some nightmarish
regulations."
Or the comments on big government
-by Murray Weidenbaum, former
assistant secretary of treasury and now
one of the foremost advocates of
regulatory reform.
"The government cannot be our
nanny," he said in a magazine in-
terview. "I think Americans are sen-
sible enough to know that. To my mind
there exists a tremendous gap between
the view of the formal consumer ad-
vocates and the view of the rank and
file of consumers.
"Currently, there's a strong
movement in the Federal Trade
Commission to tell Americans what to
eat through regulation of television
advertising.
r---I
"When a senior FTC official was
sked if he thought it was the govern-
-ment's task to tell free Americans what
to eat, his response was, 'People eat for
the wrong reasons.' -- _
"Talk about Big Brother!" •
Walter Hoadley, execi vie,
president and chief economist ofitkuk
of America, articulated the &nights of
many people in testimony before the
Senate Budget Committee.
Almost everyone appearing before
the committee had delcarecl their
concern about the possibility of
recession and with public demands for
a restraint on government spending.
"I submit there is another broader
force at work which quietly but
relentlessly is sapping our fundamental
economic strength," he said.
It is, said Hoadjey, the "pervasive
negative thinking across our country
about the future, national and personal.
"It is crucial that the Congress and
the administration try hard to reverse
this public attitude ,through policy
changes in the next year or two to cause
a sharp increase in private risk-taking
investments, innovation, productivity,
saving, and national confidence."
Bible Thought
The fear of the Lord is the heginning
of wisdom. — Psalm 111 : 10.
A wise man would not trifle with
atomic power. God's power is mutely
greater, yet millions completely ignore
His laws and violate them every day.
Looking back
10 Years Ago
A new Murray-Calloway County
Library building will be constructed
between Seventh and Eighth Streets on
Main Street, just west of .the Titsworth
Clinic, according to officials of the
Calloway County Library District
Board of Trustees.
Thirty girls are entered in the Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen
pageant, sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club hi cooperation with the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees, which will
highlight the opening of the fair on July
14. _
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ora
Bodkin, 88.
The breathalyzer, an instrument to
determine the alcoholic content in a
person's blood, has been received by
the Murray Police Department.
A portrait of Jesse Stuart by Marie I.
Holton of Murray will be presented to
the Murray State University Library on
 July 13. Stuart is an internationally
known Kentucky author and poet.
Randolph Allen, Betty Scott, James
Feltner, Judith Baucum, Dalton
Vaughn, and Evon Orr are among the
44 persons taking and educational
television workshop this summer at
Murray State University.
20 Years .Ago
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association in a directors'
meeting on July 8 voted to build an
office building to house the offices of the
association, according to Boone Hill,
president of the association. The
building will be located on Maple Street
between South Second and South Third
Streets, Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Louetta
Gregory Ward, 47, Mrs. Lora Stone, 79,
and Curlin Turner, M.
Mac E. Grogan, son of W. S. Grogan
of Murray Route 4, received his degree
in administration and education ser-
vices at Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Mich.
The Kirksey 4-H Clubs are holding a
community agricultural project tour
today. The Lynn Grove clubs will hold a
tour on July 16.
Miss Jacqueline Sharborough of
Nashville, Tenn., is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs_ Jack Shar-
borough.
30 Years Ago.
William Thomas Parker, Clegg
Austin, and Gene Geurin were awarded
certificates upon successfully com-
pleting the Red Cross Life Saving
Course held June 6 to 11.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bettie
Downs, 95
The Rev. Samuel C. McKee is serving -
as pastor of the College Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray.
Calloway Countians attending the
University of Kentucky, Lexington, this
summer are Emmett Burkeen, Alfred
Houston, William James, I.aurine
Tarry, Louis Kerlick, Isoetta Morris,
Cecil Spiceland, Albert Stone, James -
Vinson, Pat Wear, Charles Lassiter, J.
L. Hicks, Garnett Jones, Mary
Lassiter, Hilda Street, Charles But-
terworth, Billie Gingles, and Robert
Hendon.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Red Pony" starring Myrna Loy,
Robert Mitchum, Louis Calhern,




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 10, the 191st
day of 1979. There are 174 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1850, U.S. Vice
President Millard Fillmore succeeded
to the presidency on the death of
President Zachary Taylor.
On this date:
In 1890, Wyoming became the 44th
state of the Union.
In 1943, Allied forces landed on the
island of Sicily in World
In 1953, the Soviet chief of internal
security, lavrenti Beria, was purged;
from the Communist hierarchy in the
Soviet Union.
In 1968, Maurice Couve de Murvilici
became Premier of France after the:
resignation of Georges Pompidou.
In 1973, the Bahamas became in-
dependent after three centuries of
British colonial rule.
Ten years ago: Soviet Foreign
Miniter Anchei Gromyko called for a
new era of friendly relations with the
U.S. and indicated Soviet interest in a,.
future conference with President'-
Richard Nixon.
Five years ago: The Arab oil nations
agreed to lift an embargo against the
Netherlands imposed nine months
earlier because of Dutch support for
Israel in a Middle East conflict.
One year ago: Rioting in Pamplona,
Spain caused cancellation of another
day in a major tourist event, the annual
running of the bulls through the streets.
Today's birthdays: Novelist Saul
Bellow is 84. Broadway composer Jerry
Herman is 46. Tennis star Arthur Ashe
is 96. Hal McRae of the Kansas City
Royals baseball team is 33.
Thought for today: He who waits to
do a great deal of good at once will
never do anything — Samuel Johnson,












































































































































































What Continues to Grow
On Reaching Its Prime?
_.- -
In the 1980's:the 1-i-it-Aber
of people in the 2640-44
homebuying age group is
expected to grow faster
than in the previous 20
years. The significance is
not lost on the housing
industry.
More unattached single
persons and unwed uples
are expected to nThke the
switch from rental to home-
ownership. The searwity- -of- -
rental units in many areas
also is expected to force
many you _families_ who--
might normally rent into
the purchase of small, con-
ventional homes in the
coming decade. And smal-
ler homes are growing in
popularity among elderly
couples and couples whose
children no longer live at
home.
There are, however, two
areas where homeowner
preferences aren't expected
to change; that its, in build-
ing products that offer two
distinct advantages—dura-
bility and low maintenance.
Whether prospective
homebuyers are young, el-
derly or somewhere in be-
* even, all of them seek
building products that are
easy to care for and are
-deeigned to tast.- - --
Modern asphalt shingles
•are a good example of such
a building product. Avail-




shingles are designed to
last up to 25 years or more
with little maintenance.
Not only are they durable
-and--easy to care for, but
they can be used to improve
a home's appearance.
- Earthtoite -colors of
brown, beige and slate that
serve to relate a home to its
envieonmenl_ are increas-
ingly popular on new
homes and in reroofing as
well. At the same time,
multi-layered asphalt shin-
gles produce eye-appealing
shadowlines that give a
roof rugged character.
Additional information on
asphalt shingles and how
they can be used to advan-
tage is contained in a 20-
page color booklet, "A Home-
owner's Guide to the Selec-
tion of Quality. Roofing." Tq
obtain a copy, send 35 cents
to Asphalt Roofing Manu-
facturers Association, Box
3248, Grand Central Station,
New Yor,k, N.Y. 1001Q
Reroofing Is Job
For Skilled HcInds









Yet thr rising coat of
building materials and la-
bor cou with the experi-
ence g ned -as a home
handy n has some home-
owne eyeing their roofs expanse of a home, the
 ap- -
with zarance of .a 
roof has a
self r oofing. • to say 
about a bon—ii'sT
 house







, is wise to keep
the ground.
• Anyone undertaking re-
roofing should wear rubber-
soled, construction-type
shoes for secure footing;
avoid roofing in wet wea-
ther or when the tempera-
bite dropiThetuw--40 degreetj;.-
don't walk on wet roofs;
keep others away from the
work area; put, tools where
they won't slide off the roof
and never touch power lines
or let tools or metal ladders
come in contact with one.




TWO STORIES OF GLASS brighten this A-frame house.
, Two bedrooms and a bath are planned for the first floor and
another bath, a master bedroom and a balcony studio for the
I second floor. Plan HA1 106C has 800-square-feet on the first
floor, 410 on the upper level, and 490 on the lower level, ex-
cluding utility room For further informarion write—enclos-
ing a stamped, self-addressed envelope- to. architect Lester


























value. _ - EXTRA CABINET SPACE SAVESAc ing to a study by
the phalt Rocifing Menu- S°. th -
era Association,about do-it-yourself installation
jece are handled by do it dimensional asphalt shito.0- TIME IN REMODELED KITC
sac 
25 rcent of reroofing pro- might be invested in three-.
If A RMA rats- gles that are designed 
"
yarse er .
tons, however that remit& last-up to 25 years or More
og is hard work and poten-, with little majntenance.
ially hazardous for all but These shingles produce 'a
he skilled mechanic. rugb(ed looking roof witht 
A skilled handyman who deep, attractive shadow-
follows recognized safety . lines and are available in a
variety of rustic, earthtoneprocedures should be able to
undertake jobs such as ga- colors that help relate a
rages, low-sloped roofs or home to its environment,
yet set it apart from othersranch style homes. But,
advises ARMA, steep-sloped in the neighborhood.
and unusually high roofs or Information on how to
inetall roofing can be ob-those with a variety, of
tamed for 50 cents from .levels and-planes should be
Teftlo-professionals.
ARMA offers the follow-
ing suggestions to anyone
contemplating reroofing as
a do-it yoursel f project:
• Before starting the job,
read the manufacturer's re-
commendations for Appli-
cation found on the shingle
bundle wrapper. Follpwing
these recommendations
should re,iinit in. rotif that
will iSffer many years of
useful life and be attractive
as well.
• The basic tools required
for reroofing include a stur-
dy ladder, secured top and-
bottom; a chalk line; a
carpOnter'e apron; a sharp
utility knife; a tape mea-








•Costom heft Kitchen Cabinets
[492-8837 1
ths 4,41 '•I1
ARMA, Dept. DY, Box 3248,-
Grand Central Station,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
How much time and energy
do you waste each day look-
ing for the tools and ingredi-
- ents of your next meal? If its
an inordinate-amount, per-
haps it's time to consider up-
dating your kitchen:.,
The National Kitchen Cab-
inet Association points out
that all of that time and effort
can be put to better use with
sufficient cabinet space near
each work area and by using
—'--storage space logically.
Appliances, utensils and
the foods that go with them
Here's the Answer ififi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.--My husband is 58 years
old, I am 52. We were married
recently and bought a new
house. Before our marriage,
my husband sold his old house
and realized more than $50,000
profit on it. He did not have to
pay any taxes on the profit be-
cause of the law excluding up
to $100,000 of profit from the
sale of a house by someone 55
years or older. My question is
this: if we live in our house a
few years and then sell it, will
our profit again be exempt
from taxes considering the fact
that the profit from the old
house was almost $48,000 short
• of the $100,000 figure'
A.—Sorry, but the answer is
no. Once either person in a
marriage takes advantage of
the $100,000 exclusion, that's it.
As I understand the law, this
applies even if you only made
$5,000 profit on the first salt
However, the law is complex
and your case is somewhat un-
usual, so when the time comes
to sell the house, get a ruling
from the Internal Revenue
Service. Not much point in
doing it now, because the tax
law changes quite often.
Q.—A neighbor of mine just
moved and left me a quantity
of paints, varnishes and other
finishing materials. Included is
r 30-Pay Special!
Counter top of your choice
FREE






South 4th St. (Beside Murray Drive-In 753-4124
a can of lacquer, but it is
black. I never knew lacquer
came in black. Is it used the
same as clear lacquer, which I
used a few years ago? Also, do
I mix it with denatured alcohol
or can I use mineral spirits?
A.—First, use it the same as
clear lacquer. Secondly, the
thinner is denatured alcohol.
And third, be sure to follow the
same principles as when using
clear lacquer. Brush evenly
and rapidly, as it dries quickly.
Do not go back over the same
area more than once Let the
second coat take care of any
imperfect spot. If you have
used lacquer in the past, you
know that it must be thinned—
and you probably have your
own favorite mixture. If you
have forgotten what it was, use
a 50 percent alcohol, 50 percent
cquer combination. You can
de.We after a little ex-
perimenting whether to change
the formula.
(The techniques of using var-
nish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 35
cents and a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope to Know-
How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
N.Y. 11743. Questions of general
interest will be answered in the
column, but individual corre-
spondence cannot be under-
taken
Whole-llouse entilaim
Today s rising energy costs
give new appeal to a long-
established concept in home
cooling — the whole house
ventilating fan The large fan,
mounted in the ceiling, pulls
in evening air through win-
dows and creates a mild,
cooling breeze The whole
house fan takes turns with
the higher wattage air-condi-
tioner, or even takes its
place To select the right
size among fans certified
by Home Ventilating Insti-
tute (HVI) standards, multi-
ply total floor area by 3 for
needed CPA (cubic feet per
minute) rating.
should be stored in the same
area. Pots and pans. covers,
spatulas and spoons for ex-
ample. should be stored near
the range. while china, glas-
ses and platters ought to be
kept close to the sink.
Consider also cabinet fea-
tures designed for _easier
storage. such as those with
Cutlery drawers and pull-out.
adjustable and lazy susan
shelves.
To Aso& that time and
energy isn't wasted in the
kitchen, the cabinets should
also be chosen on the basis
of durability. One way to
determine whether the cab-
inets you have in mind are
designed to withstand the
hard use common to kitChens
is to look for the blue end
white certification seal of The
National Kitchen Cabinet'
HEN
Association. It can usually
be found inside a cabinet -.
door or drawer.
To display the seal, cabi-
nets have to pass the rigid
construction and perform-
ance standaryls of the Amer-
ican National Standards In-
stitute (ANSII. These stand-
ards apply to manufactured,
factory-finished kitchen cab-
inets and bath vanities. •
The ANSI standards mea-
sure the ability of the cabinet
strbcture and finiell to bold
up-for years under ordinary
use every day.
Additional information on
the role of cabinets in kitchen
remodeling is available for
'35 cents from th_g National
Kitchen Cabinet Aesociation
Box 2978. GraneCentral
Station. New York. New York
10017.
Mirrored Ceiling Panels
Offer Solution To Variety
Of Interior Design
Pmblems
VW% SONIC m Itebiniffettroelling, panels let you
seemingly double the size of any by installing a ceiling.
Do you have a room that
seems cramped? Maybe
there's an area in your home
that needs a decorative touch
hz bring it to life. If you're
experiencing space problems
or just want to add some flair
to a room, you might look to
glass squares but actual ceil-
ing tiles with mirrored sur-
faces that give a look of
greater spaciousness and
decorator excitement to even
the smallest. room
something new...mirrored
ceMni panels. These are not
One such pr•aiuci is Vista
Sonic '"" a mirrored acousti-
cal ceiling panel from United
States Gypsum Company.
Vista Sonic is a new concept
in mirrored ceilings because
it offers both distortion-free
reflection and sound absorb-
ency. With these panels.
there's no worry about break -
age either; because they're
made of. lightweight. alurni-
zed Polyester film stretched
over a framed acoustical
ceiling panel. The result is a
sound-absorbing. fire-resist -
s
lay-in panel, suitable for
uspension in most conven-
tional exposed grid systems.
Oriental Decor in Demand Again
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatires
Like short skirts, mall cars
and the seven-year itch, Orien-
tal-style decor tends to come
beck into fashion at regular in-
tervals.
k's not surprising that with
China the hot tourist spot and
Oriental cooking at the top of
public interest, that Oriental
decor should once again be in
demand.
At present, there are numer-
ous examples of Oriental design
to be seen in the marketplace.
Oriental merchandise is avail-




&sets and floor coverings to
name several.
"Americans are responding
to the serenity and peace-
fulness that have always char-
acterized Oriental homes," ac-
cording to Margaret Clayton, a
designer for Drexel Heritage
Furnishings, Inc.
"In Oriental cultures, there is
a rule governing almost every-
thing from the structure of the
family to the way tea is
poured. And the two primary







As part of a continuing mas-
sive effort to assist American
business and industry in al-
leviating the energy crunch,
the nation's electric industry
has embarked on an expand-
ed program for education
of customer personnel in the
latest techniques of energy
management. The results,
commented an industry
spokesperson,, would be to
not only support the national
effort to stabilize our energy/
consumption, but also to help
reduce the overall cost of
energy to business and in-
dustry.
Key to the expanded pro-
gram is a new project cur-
rently under way t The
Electrification C'ouncil.
Known throughout the elec-
tric industry as TEC, the
Council is a non-profit edu-
cational organization sup-
ported by the electric indus-
try's major awriations, man-
ufacturers and other groups
concerned with education in
the efficient use of electrical
energy. Since 1954, TEC has
been involved in creating and
publishing technical educa-
tional courses devoted to the
proper usage of equipment
and energy in various areas
of electrical consumption.
More than 100,000 persons
have taken TEC courses.
Under the aegis of a special
panel of electric industry
specialists who volunteered
for the task, TEC is preparing
a comprehensive five-unit
Energy Management Action
course designed to provide
a thorough basic training for
building owners, company
managers, plant engineers
and other personnel responsi-
ble within their companies
for maintaining energy.
systems.
The TEC Energy Man-
agement Action course will
be Offered under the sponsor-
-A ship of locaeutilities,regional
chapters of electrical con- .
tractors and local electric as-
sociations. In many instarices,
as with past TEC courses,
classes may be held in con-
junction with a nearby com-
munity college or technical
school providing Continuing
Education Units (CEU) ap-
plicable to special educa-
tional certificates.
To be -included in the
course wilebilastructions
on how to Make an energy
audit of a building, explana-
tions of various rate concepts
and where to substitute ekc-
tricityleirlettil fuels forlm,- -
proved energy efficiency.-
Corporate executives, bus-
iness owners, plant managers
and others interested in learn-
ing about the availability of
the new TEC Energy Man-
agement Action course
should contact their local
utility,-or electrical trade asr
sociation.
How Misch insult/don I.
Enough?
Your -focal utility is a good
source for insulation level
recommendations. And, they
will more than likely give
you an R-value number rath-
er than an amount in inches.
(R-values stand for a mate-
rial's ability to resist the pas-
sage of heat. The higher the
R-value, the higher the ef.
ficiency 1 Based on energy
costs- and climate in your
area, the local utility can help




The new Oriental furniture
uses many design motifs that
havecord bean clatosaicmsfor centuries,centuries,ac
Clayton
These include, for example,
carved details derived from na-
ture, bamboo-like turnings on
tables and chairs, and lac-
quered, pietoral decorations on
furniture, known as chinoiserie.
To decorate a room in the
Oriental manner, everything
does not have to be from the
East. Instead, using a few or
even one piece of furniture plus
appropriate accessories such as
porcelain vases or Oriental wall
coverings, upholstery fabric or
drapery, one can convey a
sense of the period.
Another method is to employ
the Eastern principle of bal-
ance and symmetry in the ar-
rangement of furniture
Techniques for doing this in-
clude pairing objects in a for-
mal, balanced fashion which is
the traditional Oriental man-
ner.
"Open shelf units can stand
side by side or they can flank
another piece of furniture or a
doorway. An occasional table
with a lamp and floral arrange-
ment can be matched by anoth-
er across the room. Prominent
pieces of furniture can be
placed at right angles to one
another, parallel to the walls,"
she said.
In traditional Chinese homes
in the past, a very formal and
vastly different set of rules was
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
If Sherlock Holmes saw a
series of gouges along the
wooden sides of a window sash
and the adjoining moulding, he
would have deduced correctly
that someone had used a screw-
driver blade to loosen a stuck
window.
You can avoid such ugly and
conspicuous marks on your
windows by not using a screw-
driver for the purpose of
springing them loose. A ham-
mer — yes, if used properly. A
thin-edged-chisel, yes — if you
handle it very carefully. A put-
ty knife — yes, and the most
likely tool for the unsticking
procedure, especially because it
is so readily available.
Why not a screwdriver? Be-
cause the blade is a bit too
thick to get between the sash
and the moulding without being
forced into place, an act that
almost certainly will mar the
wood.
Sometimes a stuck window
can be loosened by placing a
block of wood in the groove
above the lower sash of a
double hung window and tap-
ping it with a hammer. The
block of wood must fit snugly
into the channel so that, when
it is tapped, it tends to expand
the frame and free the window.
If that doesn't work, use the
same block of wood to place
against the vertical parts of the
sash and tap it with a hammer
as you move it up and down. In
any action ofthis kind — where
tapping with a hammer is a
part of the method — work
with deliberate caution so that
you don't crack the pane.
If it appears likely that hard,
ened paint in the channels is
• causing the trouble, then the
use of the putty knife as the
first step is recommended. In-
used to govern turniture ar-
rangement, according to Mar-
garet Medley, an English au-
thority
''On formal occasions, the,
place of honor in any room was':
the one furthest from the
and to the left of the host, '1Z-
explains in an article on the
subject in the book, "World
Furniture."
Furniture was set against the
walls or at strict right angles to
the walls. It was never slanted
out or carelessly grouped in the
center of the room.
The Chinese home had no for-
mal dining room Instead, at
mealtimes, a round or square
table seating no more than
eight or 10 was brought into
whatever room it was decided
to eat in. It was a point of eti.
quette that everyone at the
table should be able to reach
with chopsticks the main dishes
placed in the center of the
table.
The low k'ang table, recog-
ruzed as the forerunner to to-
day's cocktail table, was used
as a writing platform for a per-
son seated or perhaps- even .
reclining on the floor.
The traditional ways of the -
Orient are not always practical- .
in an American home of the'
20th century. But the use of
Oriental objects and design
techniques to bring a sense of
order and serenity is very.
much a part of current decora-
ting methods.
sert the blade of this tool be-
tween the sash and the edge of
the moulding. Gently move the
knife up and down, the purpose _
being to break the paint seal.....!
Work slowly and carefully, try-
ing the window now and then to
see whether it has worked.
loose. Never use excessive.
force.
After you have placed the
putty knife in two or three loca-
tions and broken the seals at
those points, you will be able to
tell exactly where the remain-
ing trouble spots are and you
can go to work on them with
the knife.
Occasionally, it may be nec-
essary to won* on the window
from the outside. In that event,
the putty knife or any tool with '
a flat, sturdy blade should be
inserted between the bottom of
the sash and the top of the sill
and rocked gently. Here again,
it will be evident after a few ef-
forts where the remaining
stuck places are.
What do you do if all these
attempts fail? Then you will
have to remove the sash from •
the window frame. Take off the
stop mouldings on the inside.
Use a chisel or putty knife, pry-
ing off the mouldings carefully
so that they can be renailed lat-
er. Remove the sash from the
channels, get rid of all dirt and
stuck paint and, if required,
sand the inner face of the sash
frame lightly.
When the window is in work-
ing order again, lubricate the
channels or grooves and repeat
the process at least once a
Ye-kW'
(For do-it-yourselfers, a valu-
able handbook is Andy Lang's
"Practical Home Repairs,''
which can be obtained by send-
ing $1.50 to this newspaper at
Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.i
We're a jack-of-all-trades when At-
comes to remodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team
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FROM ALI, OF US AT . .
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
-
DOWNTOWN BRANCH' SOUTHSIDE BRANCH 
( 
HOME OFFICE LaCENTER RRANCH. MURRAY BRANCH
401 Broadway 3240 S. Beltline Highway 1601 Broadway U.S. Highway 60 1201 Main St.
Ph. 444-7231 Ph. 444-7233 Ph. 442-9171 I I. Ph. 462-3525 1 1 Ph. 759-1630 or 4434216
$18,000,000 GROWTH IN ONE YEAR
June 30, 1974 $40,388,605.81
June 30, 1975 $47,139,135.38
-- 7 A June 30;
June•30, 1977 $70,301,283.92
, June 30, 1978 $83,742,731.87
June 30, 1979  $102,020,687.79
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Assistant Vice President ,
Statement of Condition
First Mortgage Loans 
Savinks Account Loans 
Other Loans 
Real Estate Owned (Foreclosed Properties) 
Cash on Hand and in Banks 
Federal Home Loan Bank Stock 
Office Buildings and Erquipment 
(Less Depreciation) •
Prepaid FSLIC Premium- -
] •
Accrued Interest Receivable 
Savings Accounts 
Advances From Federal Home Loan Bank 
Other Borrowed Money 
- Loans in Process 
• Deferred Credits' 
Other Liabilitis 
General Rese




wr,.., Sa..ng• tneuro• .4140 000
440`
• W. F. CHIJMLEY, M.D.
Western Baptist Hospital
J. POLK BROOKS
Brooks Bus Lines, Inc.
C. WINSTON GHOLSON




President and Managing Officer
Home Federal Savings& Loan Association
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Luis Tiant Is The Spittin'est In A Spitters' World
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Baseball is a spittin' sport and the
spittin'est of the spitters is venerable
Lins Tiant.
Nobody can keep the tobacco juices
flowing with the adrenalin as well as
this 38-year-old war horse out of
Havana, Cuba, who was a consistent
winner at Cleveland and Boston before
donning New York Yankee pin stripes
this year.
"I only chew in a game," says the
ageless, mustachioed righthander.
"Not to relieve pressure but to keep me
from craving water. You can't drink a
lot of water when you pitch."
Tiant is one of the most intriguing
personalities in the game. His listed age
— like that of Satchel Paige — is always
open to skepticism, some diamond
historians insisting he lost five or six
years somewhere down the track.
"I don't care if they say I am 55, 65 or
95 — what difference does it make?"
retorts the crusty Latin, who, using his
full repertoire of weird motions and
chomping on a jawful of brown fluid,
Nis Nat's Off To Him
•
../Ce
mowed down the Oakland A's 2-0
Sunday. He allowed one hit, faced 28
men.
Tiant works with a wad of tobacco as
big as a human fist in his mouth and OM
can judge the toughness of the batter
facing him by the number of squirts of
the juice he emits before the pitch.
Rod Carew, the American League's
leading hitter, is a five-spit job,
Boston's Jim Rice four, Milwaukee's
Ben Ogilvie three. A batter who doesn't
draw one spit shouldn't send out his
laundry.
1,,n)
Mets' catcher Wade Smith was met at the plate by Oriole baserunner Tim Brown during yesterday's Pony League baseball
game. The Orioles won, 15-6.
Lee Gains Wishes With Quick,
92-Pitch Victory Over Dodgers
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It was no coincidence that
Montreal left-hander Bill Lee
used just 92 pitches in beating
the Los Angeles Dodgers. It
was no coincidence the game
took just an hour and 55
minutes to complete.
-With Skylab falling," Lee
observed, "you pitch
quicker."
Of course. With the newest









•Plenty of Golden Brown Inneless Cbieken Meta
• Pnola Creamy Cole Slaw • Preach Pries
• I Soutbeirn style Ihselepopples





earthward, who better to
listen to than baseball's
"Spaceman?"
"The less time you spend on
the -field," he explained, -the
less chancy you have to get
hit." :
Lee, 9-5, may ha* meant-
that two ways: less chance of
getting hit by Skylab, and less
chance of getting hit by the
Dodgers.
Lee gave up just seven hits
— six of them singles —
Monday night, and had a two-
run single of his own in the
Expos' 3-0 victory. In the
process, Lee g'O't 20 outs on
grounders, and one more on a
strikeout, leaving only six




Uniquely, baseball, from its in-
ception, has been a game of chaw, spit,
pitch, hit, chaw and spit again.
"It goes all the way back to the
Eighties," says Joe Reichler, noted
historian now an aide to the com-
missioner. "The players came off the
farms and out of the mills. They were
tough Irishmen.
"Baseball wasn't held in much
esteem then. Society considered it a
sordid game. There was a lot of gam-
bling and ribald stuff. Chewing tobacco
was a way of life with these men."
Monte Irvin, the Hall of Fanner
formerly with the New York Giants,
says tobacco-chewing has remained an
integral part of the game because it is
considered a macho thing.
"The kids coming up got to thinking
they had to chew to prove they were
good ball players," Irvin said. "I was
the only guy on my team who didn't
chew. I tried, but it made me sick."
Monte said that while most players
are chewers and spitters there have
been some alltirne greats who ab-
stained — Babe Ruth, Jackie Robinson,
Willie Mays and Hank Aaron, among
them.
Spark-y Lyle, now of Texas, probably
is the current tobacco-chewing
champion, with Catfish Hunter, who
carries around a paper cup, a close
runnerup. The late Danny Murtaugh of
the Pirates had his own brass spittoon,
which he could hit from 15 feet. The
Reds' Tom Seaver is the picture of
sophistication until he gets in the locker
room and -whoom! - he crams his
mouth with the leaf.
Dream Come True




Terry Kennedy is making the
most of his chance to play
while Ted Simmons, the St.
Louis Cardinals' All-Star
catcher, is on the injured-
disabled list.
Kennedy, the son of Chicago
Cubs General Manager Bob
- _Kennedy, doubled twice
scored two runs and drove in
another Monday night in the
Cards' 6-3 victory over the
Cincinnati Reds. He's 13-for-13
since being called up from
Springfield two weeks ago.
-It's the realization of a
dream I had, to make it in the
big leagues — to even make it
to the big leagues," Kennedy
said. "When Simmons comes
back and is ready to play,
that's when I'll worry about
what's going to happen to
me." •
Kennedy said it's exciting,
but tough, for a 23-year-old
"Today was about as good
as good as I can do getting
groundball outs," he said.
"Occassionally, you have to
throw flyball outs to keep
them honest Otherwise they'll
start ricocheting balls off your
shins."
There was none of that by
the Dodgers Monday night. In
fact, there wasn't.any hitting
by the Expos, either,Aptif the
fifth inning.
, Los Angeles right-hander
'Don Sutto'n, 740; retired the
first 13 Montreal batters
before walking Gary Carter
and giving up a single to Ellis
Valentine.
In other National League
games, the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the San Fran-
cisco Giants 4-2, the Chicago
Cubs drubbed the Atlanta
Braves 7-4 and the St. Louis
Cardinals held off the Cin-
cinnati Reds, 6-3.
Dispute Could Disrupt
Racing At Ellis Park
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON — A clispilte
between horsemen and the
Kentucky state racing com-
mission threatens to disrupt
weekend thoroughbred racing
at Ellis Park in Henderson,
Ky.
The dispute widened when
former commission chairman
William H. May on Monday
accused the Horsemen's
Benevolent and Protective
Association of diverting funds
to finance lawsuits against the
commission.
Some of the lawsuits to
which' May referred during an
emergency theeiing of the
commission were filed by the
HBPA in a challenge of the
qualifications of Dave Hooper,
the state-appointed steward at
the current Ellis Park meet. A
judge ruled Hopper wasn't
nil li Cipt1-7-tn--- art- Ile: atowsard
because he had not spent the
required time as an observer
in the stewards' stand.
The commission Monday
appointed Lester Anderson, a •
former steward. at Cahokia
Downs in East St. Louis, ii
replace Hooper at Ellis on
Friday when Henderson
Circuit Judge Carl Melton's
order takeseffect,
But Keene Daingerfield,
Kentucky's chief state racing
steward, told the commission
that the two remaining
stewards at Ellis — Frank
Muth and Ray Gates — also;
were found to be unqualified to
serve for the same reason
which applied to Hooper
Asked whether there was a'
possibility that Ellis might not
race Friday because of failure
to have the required number
of three stewards, Dainger-
field said, "I can only sA y
fhpro is such a possibility,"
rookie to be thrust into a
starting role replacing a
highly-regarded veteran such
as Simmons, who beat out
Cincinnati's Johnny Bench in
the balloting for the National
League AllStar team this
year.
"I told John the only thing
worse then taking Simmons
place was taking his ( Ben-
.ch's/ 
pity that poor guy."
Keith Hernandez led off the
Cards' second inning with a
single, Kennedy doubled him
home one out later, and after
another out Ken Oberkfell
singled in Kennedy.
Garry Templeton singled to
start the St. Louis fifth, went
to second on Jerry Mum-
phrey's single, moved to third




routine in the sixth, but this
time Oberkfell also scored on
a single by Templeton.
Templeton led off the ninth
with a single, stole second and
scored on Mtunphrey's single.
-We've been hitting, and
we've been making the plays
— it's our pitching that has
been very spotty," said
Cardinal Manager Ken Boyer.
"Our bullpen has been pretty
well worked with three
doubleheaders in eight days."
Cardinal alarter—Frete
Vuckovich, 8-5, didn't give up
a hit until the fourth ailing. He
took a three-hitter into the
ninth, when Cincinnati scored
three runs.
• Dave Concepcion walked to
start the Reds' ninth, and Joe
Morgan singled to keep his
consecutive game hitting
streak alive at 16 games.
Two outs later, Ray Knight
tripled, scoring two runs, and
Cesar Geronimo singled in
Knight. Mark Littell came in
to retire Dave Collins to end
the game and earn his fifth
Robinson Draws Some
Controversy With Win,
But Knight Is Headliner
By the AssociatedPresii-,
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
The United States once again
failed to complete a day at the
VIII Pan American Games
without controversy.
It took nearly three hours of
appeals and deliberations to
settle a controversy arising
from James Robinson's
scintillating victory over the
legendary Cuban half-miler
Alberto Juantorena, the
highlight of Monday's ac-




who was running second, en
route to a tenth-of-a-second
victory over Juantorena in the
800 meters. Hamilton filed a
protest after dropping off and
' finishing fourth in the event.
The referee and a Jury of
Appeals finally upheld
Robinson's victory.
Robinson did not deny he
bumped the Jamaican.
"There was an opening to
get through, but at the time I
made my move, Hamilton
drifted over into the inside of
lane 1 and we bumped."
Behind Robinson, American
basketball Coach Bobby
Knight was in the news again.
Knight said "tin getting
emceed by My silence" over
his skirmish with a policeman
Sunday, so the coach called a
news conference for today to
explain his side of that con-
troversy.
Knight has been accused of
laying hands on the
policeman, who has not been
identified. Asked Monday
night whether he had a court
appearance scheduled, Knight
replied, "Honest to God,
don't know."
The accusations have been
flatly denied by the U.S.
Olympic Committee.
Knight's squad, who are
headed for a probable gold
medal showdown with Puerto
Rico oh Friday, meanwhile,
clubbed Argentina into sub-
mission, 99-73. The U.S.
wbmen's team likewise
humbled Mexico, 92-58, in
moving to within three games
of a gold medal.
The United States reaped a
big gold medal harvest
Monday in the final day of
weightlifting. Mark Cameron
of North Bergen, N. J., who
boasted that he would outlift
the super heavyweights, failed
—• by just 23 pounds — but did




Ill:; finished up with 847
pounds to win the jerk, snatch
and total in the super
heavyweight division.
America's Greco-Roman
wrestlers closed out their
competition by winning a
medal In every category,
including four golds. The
winners were.413ruce Thom-
won, Rosemont, Minn.. in 52
kirograms; '- Dan - Chandler,
Anoka, Minn., 82 kilograms




The 12th gold medal of the
day for the U.S. athletes went
to Essie Kelly, Prairie View,
Texas, in the women's 800.
The U.S. softball squads




stretched her string of
scoreless innings to 29"with a
one-hit victory over Belize, 1-
0. She lost her no-hitter with
one out to. go in the game. In
her last outing, she pitched a
perfect game, preceded by a
15-inning two-hit shutout.
Though the competition is
save. .
Cincinnati starter Bill
Bonham, 3-3, fooled the Cards
early with his changeup, but
yielded 10 hits'and five runs in
52-3 innings.
"I just haven't been able to
find any consistency," said
Bonham, who underwent
elbow surgery last September.
"I guess we'll have to sit down
and talk about-it -and .see.if-I
have to change the way I'm
-throwing, or the way I'm
pitching to batters, or What."
DAYT011111
only two-thirds over, the field .,.
was depleted with the' With-
drawal of the Dominican
Republic in a squabble over
having to play two games in
one day.
The U.S. women were to
play twice today, in games
starting only four hours apart.
The U.S. men, with their
fireballer Ty Stofflet, who
pitched a no-hitter- Sunday,
play only once today. They
took a tough 1-0 decision over
Venezuela Monday.
In other action involving
U.S. athletes Monday,
Americans tank a 1-0 victory
over Trinidad-Tobago in field
hockey; while in boxing,
Lemuel Steeples, St. Louise
advanced to the semifinals of
the junior welterweight
division with a' decision over
Benedito Farreira of Brazil,
and Edward Green, Fort
Bragg, N.C., had to.withdraw
from his bout yith Mike
McCallum of Jamaica
because of a cut.
Entering today's com-
petition, the ninth of TO, the
United States had an over-
whelming lead with 85 gold
medals and 192 medals
overall. Cuba was next with 49
golds and 103 overall: Canada
had 20 gold and 104.
Behind the top running
three, it dropped off to 9 and 27
for Argentina, 7-28 for Brazil
and 2-27 for Mexico
1 FUR
PLAYGROtifID
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida
Come to Daytona's Castawa.,
the state's most complete pia'-
ground for singles and famllts
-alike. Check these features . •
El 650 ft on Beach & ()caw
E 300 Rooms, Efficiencies
Suites & ApartMents •
I.] Restaurant & Lounge
Li Night Club, Dancing It
Entertainment
• 0 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
o Volleyball &•Shuffleboald
O Basketball, Game Room
D Sauna. Exercise Rooms
o Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis & Golf Privileges
o 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
O Free chaise lounges
Oil Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete




• 2075 S Atlantic Ave
P0. Box 7137 ' I
Daytona Beach, Fla 32016 1
Ph 1904) 25501461
I- •lease send new color
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GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE— WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE











O Completely trotted /Coemeto Fleet
Pies freight t Tot
BEST TIME TO SEE
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
P 0 Box 1189, Hwy 61 West - Cada, - PH 14014224415

















































































David McMillen pitched a
three-hitter and smacked a
double as the Astros toped the
Phils 17-5 in a Pony League
game yesteitay for their lath
victory in 11 tries. In the first
dintest, the Orioles thumped
.the Mets 15-6.
John Verna. • doubled and
singled for the Astros, while
David Denham homered for
the Phils.
Ronnie Bryan, Tim Brown
and Jimmy West all doubled
to pace the Orioles to their
victory. Keith Housden and
Wade Smith each doubled and
singled for the Mets.
Thursday — Astros vs





























Gartand 2 1 1
Whitten 4 0 1
Smith I 2 2
Bowden I 1 2
Parks 4 0.1
James 3 0 1
Scarborough
2 0 0
Beyer 2 0 0
Washer 3 1 1
Lyons 2 1 0
totals a 6 9
Winrurig pitcher
Jiiiini) West
Astro' 17 Pah 5'
ab r h ab r h
Boggess 3 3 I B Glavin
McCuiston 2 1 0
2 20 S Glavin
McMillen 3 0 0
2 3 1 Evans 2 01 0
Vernal 2 3 2 Denham 3 1 1
Galloway Schwettmann
2 2 1 1 1 .0
Orr 2 0 0 White 2 0 1
Boyd" I 11 0 Wells 2 1 0
York 3 0 0 Cell* I 0 0
Miller I 0 0 Davis 1 0 0
Dunn 1 2 Childress
Key 2 2 0 • 1 0 0
totals ri 17 a fitilington
I 0 1




The Astros managed just
two hits off three pitchers, but
they made the most of them in
defeating the A's 8-2 yester-
day. In the nightcap, the Reds
hammered the Cubs 9-4.
A six-run sixth inning
enabled the Astros to triumph
and gave pitcher Dennis
Thurman the victory. He
finished with a four-hitter.
Mike Pratt belted a double
and two triples, and Mark
West added a double and a
triple in the Reds' triumph.
The Cubs were paced by Gabe
Amos, who tripled, and Kevin
Crawford, who doubled.







The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper cop-
ier compares to equipment cost
ing 50% more
The 990 has all of the most
wanted ' features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11" x 17'
copies copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind




























0 3 2 1
I Malone 3 I 1
0 Foust 3 0 0
0 Shelton 3 0 0
o Bybee 3 0 1
0 Stewart 3 0 0
2 Mct'allon
1 0 0
Thorn 1 0 0




Reds 9 Cidu I
ab r h ab r h
Nis 4 2 2 Crawford
M McClard 3 0 1
4 1 0 West 3 I I
West 4 I 2 Amos 3 1 0
Randolph Peebles 3 1 1
4 1 0 Ciendenon
A McClard 3 0 0
4 2 I Hargis 3 1 0
Newsome 3 1 I Prescott
Harrison I 0 0
3 0 0 Lamb 2 0 0
Pratt 3 1 3 Workman
Bucy 1 0 1
Lyons 2 0 I Adams 1 0 0
totals 32 9 II Dentin 2 0 0




Don Hargrove leads Colt
League hitters with a .461
average involving games
through July 4, according to
statistics released today.





Requrth (.333), Vic Marshall
(.333), Mark Denham (.314),
David Story 1.313) and Mike
Gough ( .292).
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
The A's scored two first-
inning runs and hung on to
nudge the Yanks 3-2 in a
Kentucky League baseball
game last night. In the opener,
the Cards mauled the Reds 16-
5.
Darrell Rogers drilled an
inside-the-park home run for
the A's, and Trent Weaver
added a single and a triple.
Pat Wilson doubled and
singled twice, and Jeff
Edwards singled and doubled„
for the Yanks.
Chip Adkins had a single
and double to pace the Reds,
while Tim Greer doubled and
singled twice for the Cards.
Tonight — Astros vs Twins,
Pirates vs Cubs.
Cards 16 Reds 5
lb r h ab r
Morris 4 2 0 Galley 3 0 1
Greer 4 4 3 Grogan 3 1 0
Baker. 4 3 1 Jackeon 3 0 I
Spate _ 4' 1 1 / mains 2 2 2
Sykes 3 I I/ Minyoo 2 2 1
Thi-eatt 1 II .11. Schroeder
Darnell 4 1 I 1 0 0
Winchester Swan I 0 0
5 2 2 Weatherly
Mikulcik I' I 0 0
0 1 Kneen 1 0 0
Outland I 0 0 Schumaker
McDowell 2 0 0
3 2 0 totals 19 5 5









Rogers 3 1 I








King I 0 0
Lowns 1 1 0





Pea 1 0 0
Wilson 3 0 3
Padgett 3 0 1
Rice 3 1 0
Jones 3 1 0
Edwards 3 0 2
Rogers 3 0 0
Whited 1 0 0
Walker 1 0 0
Turner 1 0 0





two home runs to help the
Sonics beat the Orioles 14-11 in
upper-division softball action
last night. In the second game,
the Aces defeated the Nats 4-1.
Jann Washer and Donna
Rousse added home runs for
the Soniesyswhile Teresa Dick


































Ptalaidelptua 4, San Francisco 2
Chicago 7, Atlanta 4
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 0
St Lows 6, Cincinnati 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Chicago I Reuschel 7-5) at Atlanta i Solo-
mon 4-41, in)
San Francisco I Whitson 2-4) at Mon-
treal Sanderson 5-5), In;
San Diego !Jones 64) at Philadelphia
(Espinosa 1-71, ni
St Louis I Fulghain 2-1) at Cincinnati
iSeaver 74). In)
Los Angeles (Welch 4-5) at New York
(Swan 114), (n)
Pittsburgh (Bibby 3-2) at Houston An-
doter 10-41. In)
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at New York
Chicago at Atlanta, in
San Francisco at Montreal, In )
San Diego at Philadelphia, in ;
St Louis at Cincinnati, in)
























7- 1s California 51 37
II Texas 49 36
13s4 Minnesota 45 39
15 Kansas City 43 42




Toronto 7, Milwaukee 1
Cleveland II, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 5, Detroit 3
California 6, Boston 0
Chicago 5, Texas 4
Baltimore 7, Oakland 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Gale 64) at Cleveland
1Barker 0-2), (n)
Minnesota (Zahn 7-2) at Detroit Young
2-1), (n)
Texas rJohnun 44) at Chicago ( Worth-
am 14), (to
Boston (Stanley 10-5i at California
r Barr 5-41.
Baltimore (Strew 6-7) at Oakland
(Langford 4-0), In)





Milwaukee at Toronto, )n)
Kansas City at Cleveland,in) 
Minnesota at Detroit, In)
Texas at Chicago, in)
Boston at California, .ni




...CALLIFORNIA ANGELS — Placed
Frank Tanana, pitcher, on the 21-day
disabled list. Activated Rick Miller,
outfielder.
DETROIT TIGERS — Placed Phil
MankowskJ, third baseman, on the 15-day
disabled list Purchased the contract of
Torn Brookens, infielder. from Evansville
of the American ASSOCISUCC
NEW YORK YANKEES — Reactivated
Rich Grime, pitcher. Placed Juan
Beniquez, outfielder, on the 21-day
audited list
National League
CINCINNATI REDS — Extended the





















BALTIMORE COLTS — Announced the
retirement of George Kunz, tackle.
DETROIT LIONS — Signed Terry
Thomas, tight end.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS — Signed
John Zamberlin, linebacker
NEW YORK JETS — Signed Willie
Scanlon, Linebacker; Ed Schultz. quar-
terback; Dave Miller, cornerback; and
Woody Bennett, rimming back
ST. UnIIS CARDINALS Signed Jerry





Announced the retirement of Ken Dryden,
goaltender
COUEGE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW OR-LEANS —
Named Ron Maestri athletic director and
Don Smith head basketball coach.
Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGLl.
BATTING (Mathias Brock, St L41116.
336, Foster. Cuicuouiti, 233.
New York El, Templeton, St Lows, 323,
Hendrick, St Lows, 332
RUNS Schmidt, Philadelphia. 63.
Lopes, Los Angeles, 63, Matthews
Atlanta. 62. Royster, Atlanta, 61.
Kingman. Chicago, 60; North, San
Francisco, 60
RBI. Kingnian, Chicago, 67, Foster.
Cincumati. 66 Wuifteld, San Diego, 66.
Schmidt. Philadelphia, 63. Clark, San
Francisco, SI
HITS Templeton, St Lows. 100, Mat-
thews, Atlanta, 1011. Garvey. Los Angeles,
10111; Winfield, San Diego, 10, Rose.
Philadelphia, 103
DOUBLES- Griffey, Cincinnati, 25,
Rose, Philadelphia, 24: Matthews.
Atlanta. 24. Mazzilh. New York, 23, Reitz,
St Lows, 73
TRIPLES Templeton, St Louts, 10;
Scott, St Louis. 9. Winfield, San Diego. 9,
McBride, Phdadelptua, 8. Hernandez, St
Louis, 7
HOME RUNS Kingman, Chicago, 29,
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 29; Matthews,
Atlanta, 19; Foster, Cincinnati, 19, Lopes,
Los Angeles, 19; Winfield, San Diego, 19
STOLEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgts
33; North, San Francisco, 33; Scott, St
Lads, 25; Cedeno, Houston, 22, Scott,
Montreal, 21.
PITCHING ill Decisions): Ntekro,
Houston, 13-3, .813, 2117; LaCoss, Cin
cinnati. 1-3, .727, 2.41; Andmar. Houston,
10-4, 714, 243: Blyieven, Pittsburgh, 8-3,
.967, 3.70; Littell, St LOU11, 6-3, 667, 2.83;
Martinez, St Louis, 6-3, 667, 3.25; Knepper,
San Francisco, 6-3, .667, 4.79; Lee, Mon-
treal, 4-5, .643 3.36
STRIKEOUTS Richard, Houston, 144;
Carlton, Philadelphia, 108; Perry, San
Diego, 100; Niekro, Atlanta, 97; Swan,
New York. 92, Sutton, Los Angeles, 92
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (200 at bats) Brock, St Louis,
.336; Foster, Cincinnati, .313; Mazza,
New York, .331; Templeton, St Louis, .323;
Hendrick, St Louis, .222.
RUNS, Schmidt, Philadelphia, .63;
Lopes, Los Angeles, 63; Matthews,
Atlanta, 62; Royster, Atlanta, 61;
Kingman. Chicago, 60; North, San
Francisco, 80.
RBI Kingman, Chicago, 67; Foster,
Cincinnati, 66; Winfield, San Diego, 66;
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 63; Clark, San
Francisco, 56.
HITS Templeton, St Louis, 109; Mat-
thews, Atlanta. 108; Garvey, Los Angeles,
108; Winfield, San Diego, 105; Rose,
Philadelphia, 103.
DOUBLES Griffey, Cincinnati, 25;
Rose, Philadelphia, 24; Matthews,
Atlanta, 24; Mazrilli, New York, 23; Reitz,
St Louis, b.
TRIPLES, - Templeton, St Louis, 10;
Scott, St Louis, 9; Winfield, San Diego, 9;
McBride, Philadelphia, 6; Hernandez, St
Louis, 7.
HOME RUNS: Kingman, Chicago, a;
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 29; Matthews,
Atlanta, 19; Foster, Cincinnati, 19; Lopes,
Lou Angeles, 19; Winfield, San Diego, 19.
STOLEN BASES: Moreno, Pittsburgh;
33; North, San Frnose°, 33; Scott, St
Lotus, 25. Cedeno, Houston, 22; Scott,
Montreal, 21.
An Image In Change
Topspin-Artist Solomon, A Winner
Over Dibbs, Vows To Alter His Style
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — The Chinese
and Soviets had their five-year
plans. Lots of car dealers offer
two- and three-year plans.
And Harold Solomon has a
three-year plan for better
tennis.
The little baseline battler
wants to start with a slight
adjustment of image,




Let's change it," he said
Monday night after beating
old friend Eddie Dibbs 4-6, 7-6,
6-2 in the first match of the
$300,000 Forest Hills
Invitational. In Monday
night's other match, Poland's
Wojtek Fibak beat Mexico's
Raul Ramirez.
Solomonymoted that he has
won more titles on fast hard
courts than on clay. But the
fact is that he does play a lot
on clay. Neither he nor Dibbs
EAST LEAGUE
The Reds survived a home
run by Jeff Garrison to take a
10-6 Pony League victory over
the Astrhs in East Calloway
League action yesterday.
In a Little League cainst,
Mickey Garrison hurled the
Mets to a 15-8 decision over the
Cards. The O'Henrys stopped
the A's 17-11 in a Prep League
game.
In T-Ball action, the Stuffers
beat the Rebels 16-4, and the
Sliders whipped Hale's Angels
16-15.




WEEK DAY SE RVICrS: 7:30 P.M.
SULDAV SERVICES: Bible Studv: 1000 A.M.
Morning Worship Service : 11:00
Evening Worship: 6:30 P.M.
Tolbwater allurril of 011itist
Noyes Grady, Local Minister
had played since the French
Open, the last European clay-
court tournament in early
June. And he and Dibbs
simply passed up Wimbledon,
the most important tennis
event on earth.
"Yeah, we were invited,"
Solomon said with a smile. "I
really haven't enjoyed playing
over there (Wimbledon) that
much. There's a big difference
between center court and the
outside courts. It's OK if
you're Borg or Connors, who
always play on Centre Court
or Court One," he continued.
But I think the last time I
played there I played on Court
12."
Wimbledon's grass courts
can become very ragged
during two weeks of play. And
the conditions vary so muCh
fm court to court that
prayers frequently have
difficulty adjusting to the
bounce of the ball.
What Solomon and Dibbs did
between the French Open and
now was practice every day in
Florida. And in that spell,
Solomon says he made a plan.
decided last week that
over the next three years I'm
putting everything into tennis.
I'm really going to give it a go
and see how far! can go," said
Solomon, who has been a top
10 player for most of this
decade, but whose' results
have beer. less than spec-
tacular the last few years.
He says he has improved his
serve, and his statistics
Monday night were respec-
table. He got in-64.6 percent of
his first serves. But he double-
faulted at some crucial points,
including three times to lose
serve. Solomon scored often
on cross courts and played
more often it the vicinity of
the net than usual.
The match was filled with
errors, by both players. There
were 19 service breaks in 31
games.
Action resumes in. the 12-
man, round-robin Invitational
today with Solomon playing




Slated To Bpgin Today
By the Associated Press
CROWN POINT, Ind. — A,
jpry of nine,, men and three
women writ to hear openihr
statements today in the trial of




Kimbrough is presiding over
the trial irk Lake County
Superior Court. Jury selection
wag completed Monday.
Bostock, 27, was shot to
death Sept. 28, 1978, while he
was sitting in a car on a Gary
street. Smith's estranged
wife, who was also in the car
with Bostock and his uncle,
was believed to be the target
of the bullet that killed the
baseball star, police said.
Smith, 31, an unemployed
Gary steelworker, entered a
plea of innocent by reason of
insanity. In April, court-
appointed psychiatrists
judged him competent to
stand trial. He is being held at
Lbe Lake County Jail.
Smith was indicted last Oct.
26 for Bostock's murder and
could face up to 60 years in
prison if found guilty of the
first-degree murder charge.
Bostock, who spent the first
seven years of his life in Gary,
was visiting relatives after a
game with the Chicago White
Sox when he was killed. He
often stayed with his uncle
when the team was in
Chicago, about 35 miles west
of Gary.
In a 1977 interview while he
was a member of the Min-
nesota Twins, Bostock said,
"Gary is like a second home.!
have relatives and friends
there who always come out to
the ball park to encourage me.
Lifesaving Is Set
Advanced Lifesaving
classes will begin July 16th
through 27th from 8 to 10
o'clock p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Park Pool.
No registration will be ac-
cepted after 3:00 p.m. on the
16th.
Rick Cherry will be the
instructor with three W.S.I.'s
assisting. To register call the
Red Cross office, where books
can be purchased for these
classes.
Battered Royals Are Hit
Hard Again; White Sox
Edge Jenkins, Rangers
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
The problem, George Brett
seems to think, is that when
Kansas City gets the pitching,
it doesn't get the hitting — and
the Royals haven't been
getting much pitching lately.
"We just can't keep the ball
in the ballpark lately,"
Manager Whitey Herzog said
after the Cleveland Indians
launched four pitches over the
fence to rout Kansas City 8-2
and saddle Herzog's Royals
with their ninth loss in the last
10 games. Kansas City pit-
chers have given up 44 homers
in the last 24 games.
In the rest of the American
League, California beat
Boston 6-0 and took a one-half
game West Division lead over
Texas, which lost 5-4 to
Chicago, Baltimore widened
its East Division margin to
three games over Boston by
downing Oakland 7-3, Min-
nesota defeated Detroit 5-3
and Toronto beat Milwaukee
7-1.
Angels 6, Red Sox 0— Nolan
Ryan, relying as heavily on an
exceptional curveball as well
as his blazing fastball, took
advantage of the California
sunset to strike out a dozen
Boston batters and check the
Red Sox on six hits. It was the
127th time in his career he has
fanned 10 or more batters.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
"I don't know anybody I'd
rather have pitching in the
twilight," Angels Manager
Jim Fregosi said.
Joe Rudi had a two-run
single in a three-run first
inning and Brian Downing
homered to lead the California
attack against Mike Torrez.
White Sox 5, Rangers 4 —
Ferguson Jenkins of Texas,
who twirled a one-hitter
against Baltimore his last
time out, was belted for fiNie
runs in five innings by
Chicago.
In the White Sox's decisive
three-run sixth, Chet Lemon
hit a run-scoring double, then
scored the winner on Milt
May's double-play grounder.
Lemon also drove in one of two
first-inning runs.
Orioles 7, A's 3 — Baltimore
erupted for four runs in the
second inning to send winless
Matt Keough of Oakland to his
11th loss of the year and lkth in
a row over two seasons, the.
latter figure just four shy of
the kagifirecord.
Ken Singleton hit a homer,
for the Orioles and Jim Essian
had one for the A's.
Twins 5, Tigers 3 — Min-
nesota's Jerry Koosman, who
had won his first seven games
of the season and lost his next
six, won his fourth in a roe
with relief help from Mike
Marshall, who picked up his
17th save. -
Willie Norwood and Glenn
Adams supplied the power
with home runs against
Detroit but Ken Landreaux'a
RBI single in the sixth broke a
3-3 tie, then he doubled and
scored an insurance in the
ninth.
Blue Jays 7, Brewers 1 --
John Mayberry, Roy Howell
and Al Woods hit the home
runs for Toronto that backed
Dave Steib's four-hitter. It
was Steib's first victory and
first complete game.
Woods' homer was an in-
sidethe-park shot that hit the
wall and ricocheted off the'
face of stunned center fielder
Gorman Thomas.
Rogers, Carlton Chosen
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Steve
Rogers and Steve Carlton,
who both flirted with no-
hitters last week, were among
those named Tuesday by
Manager Tom Lasorda to an
eight-man National League
pitching staff for next week's
All-Star Game.
Rogers, of the NL East
Division-leading Montreal
Expos, hurled 71-3 innings of
no-hit ball Saturday in
Montreal against Lasorda's
Los Angeles Dodgers before
finishing with a four-hit vic-
tory. He also leads the
league's starting pitchers in
shutouts (five) and earned run
average (2.39) through
Sunday.
Carlton, 10-8, allowed only
one hit — a leadoff double in
the seventh-inning by Elliot
Maddox — and retired the
first 18 batters in his 1-0 vic-
tory over the New York Mets
at Philadelphia last Wed-
nesday. The left-hander has
two one-hitters this season and
103 strikeouts.
The two will join pitchers
Joe Niekro, Joaquin Andujar
and reliever Joe Sambito of
the NL West Division-leading
Houston Astros when the All-
Stars meet next Tuesday for
the golden anniversary All-
Star Game in Seattle's
Kingdome.
....
Also picked for the NL
mound staff Tuesday were
Gaylord Perry of the San
Diego Padres, Mike LaCoss of
the Cincinnati Reds and




tournament will be held July
18-19 in the Carr Health
Building on the MSU campus.
Sponsored by'Nurray State,
the event is open to males 17
and older. A maximum of four
players is allowed on a team
roster. Only one team




prohibit high school players
from participating.
The entry fee is $6 a team,
and more information may be
obtained by calling Jim
Bauer, MSU intramural;
director, at 762-6791, or David*
Travis at 753-4140 or 753-3257.
The deadline for signup is
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You get all the fish and fryes you can eat
for one low price.
Start off with our crispy fish fillets, golden
fryes and fresh cole slaw. If that doesn't fill
you up, come back for more fish and fryes!
We give you lots of reasons to love us.
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Commissioner Acting As Lobbyist
In Figuring Auto Insurance Rates.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —




at the National governors'
Association conference?
He admittedly has no
connection with sessions on
agriculture, fiscal affairs,
economic development and a
wide range of other topics
under discussion at the three-
day meeting that started here
Sunday.
What he is doing, McGuffey
said Monday, is acting as a
sort of lobbyist against at-
tempts to wipe out the use of
sex and marital status in
figuring automobile insurance
rates.













Then, each day, you ve got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries Toast
any Drink and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.










All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean — 105 units — rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites.





• 3 swimming pools
Relax. enjoy. the seaside Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens. Bring the family — plenty of room
and lots to do for everyone. Near the best shops,
golf, recreations.
90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leave from our
door. Write for information. Reserve now
I
16 go tnicire











Ill Iola filmic Avows, Orsessil Bee& Berl& 32674
Please send brochure, rates
NAME 
ADDRESS
1400- CITY, STATE ZIP
8744552
which McGuffey is a former
president, voted last month at
Chicago in favor of
eliminating those factors.
McGuffey opposed the idea.
"I was one of the vocal
minority," he said.
The Kentucky official said a
model law drawn up by the
NAIC could be used as a basis
for new legislation in many
states, including Kentucky.
He said he wants governors
to know why he opposes such
legislation.
"I'm just casually meeting
with some governors, I'm
complimenting their in-
surance commissioners when
I can, and then I'm talking
about the sex and marital
status thing," McGuffey said.
He said the supposed effect
if consideration of sex and
marital status were
eliminated would be to lower
rates for single policyholders,
who pay higher insurance
rates than young, married
policyholders.
Rates for single drivers are
higher because statistics show
they are involved in more
traffic accidents, he said.
McGuffey said adoption of
the NAIC proposal would not
really help single drivers,
however, because insurance
companies still would be




VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) —
Woodford County authorities
have issued, a call for
residents of a Versailles
subdivision to confine all
animals for the next two
months because of an out-
break of rabies.
Ernest Carl, chief of the
Woodford County Police, said
Monday that residents of the
Paddock subdivision, which
includes more than 200 homes,
were being asked to pen all
animals for 60 days.
The quarantine was issued
by the county health depar-
tment after a skunk was
confirmed as rabid Monday
night, Carl said. He said the
'animal was destroyed after it
was observed "acting funny."
Laboratory tests in Frank-
fort confirmed that the skunk
was rabid, Carl said. He said
another skunk found in the
area was also suspected of
rabies but tests on that animal
have not been completed.
Carl said any free-running
animals found in the Paddock
subdivision during the

























find every excuse possible,"
he said.
The result, he said, would be
that many single
policyholders would wir.d up
in assigned-risk plans, under
which they would have to pay
even higher premiums than
they now must.
McGuffey said the idea of
eliminating consideration of
sex and marital status has not
yet surfaced in Kentucky.
But he said he is attending
every meeting of the Interim
Joint Committee on Banking
and Insurance in Frankfort to
keep watch.
-If it comes up, I'm always
ready to pull out all the
statistics and show them
what's wrong with the plan,"
McGuffey said.
McGuffey's informal lob-
bying among the governors is
not sanctioned by the state.
"Really, I'm just socializing
and talking about insurance,"
McGuffey said. "I'm in the
business of trying to help
people."
McGuffey thinks he has
helped the cty of Louisville in
one way, having obtained a
commitment from the NAIC
that it will hold its 1984 con-
vention in the river city.
Jane Johnson of Alexandria, VA., shows five-year-old
Jennifer Spiceland and her 20-month-old sister
Heather one way people recreated in the 1ff00's at
The Homeplace-1850 in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes. Miss Johnson, an intern student from Texas Tech
University, demonstrated games of the early 19th Cen-
tury during Summerfest at The Homeplace-1850. Jen-
nifer and Heather are the daughters of Greg and Jan
Spiceland of Dover. land Between The Lakes is a
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Sob Skipper)
NOTICE OF
PUBLIC NEARING
Pursuant to K RS 132.027, as enacted by the Ken-
tucky General Assembly Extraordinary Session of
1979, .the City of Murray, Kentucky will hold a
Public Hearing on July 24, 1979 at 10:00 a.m. in the
Council's Chambers, City Hall, Murray, Kentucky,
to hear comments from the public regarding
proposed 1979 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this Notice includes the
following information:
Tax Rate Per 8100
Assessed Valuation
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Rev emie Produced
21 Tax Rate Proposed for
Current Year and
Expected Revenue













The City of Murray, Ky. proposes to exceed the
compensating tax rate by levying a proposed tax
rate of ( show rate in ( 2 ) above) which will be spent
in the following general areas of city government,
police and fire protection and street improvement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS
REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS AD-
VERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CON-
TAINED HEREIN.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor, City of Murray
Published 7/10, 1979 and
7/17, 1979



































Murray Calloway County e
. Park Pool
8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 14.
Demolition Derby Entry Forms Can Be
Picked Up At Hodge & Son, 641 Super




Clockwise from top right: (1) first
Lady Rosalynn Carter and Gov. and
Mrs. Julian Carroll stroll on My Old
Kentucky Home State Park grounds
in Bardstown Saturday night at the
Democratic fundraiser; (2) Vice
President Walter Mondale and
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
John Y. Brown and his wife, Phyllis
George Brown, walk on park groun-
ds; (3) Mondale speaks at fundraiser
flanked by Mrs. Brown, Brown, Mrs.
Carter, Gov. Carroll, state
Democratic Party chairman Larry
Townsend, Mrs. Townsend, and Mrs.
Carroll; (4) Brown talks with ABC
news correspondent Sander Vanocur
in the lobby of the Galt House in
Louisville; (5) Mondale addresses the
opening session of the National
Governors' Association in Louisville.
In middle foreground is Connecticut
Gov. Ella Grasso, and seated in the
row behind Mondale from right are
the Rev. John Wood, pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Paducah who
gave the invocation, Mrs. Wood, Mrs.
Carroll, Mrs. Brown and Brown.
*TUESDAY FAIR EVENTS );
July 17th




7:00 p.m. — Beauty Contest.----
Lovett Auditorium
Saturday, July 14, 1979
8 am.-Noon — Invitation Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park
Monday, July 16, 1979
5:00 p.m. 4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m. — Official Opening
7:00 p.m. — Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
Tuesday, July 17, 1979
io: 00 — Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. — Demolition Derby
Wednesday, July 18, 1979
io: 00 a.m. —Jersey Cattle Show
1:00 p.m..- Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Nite — Tractor Pull
Thursday, July 19, 1979
1:00 p.m. —Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m. — 4-H& FFA Dairy Show
7: 00 p.m. — Tractor Pull
Friday, July 20, 1979
io: 00 a.m. — Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. — Family Night
7:00 p.m. — Horse Show
Saturday, July 21, 1979
WOO a.m. — Farm Bureau Day
7:00 p.m. -4 Wheel Drive Pull
4-
•••••
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Senators Eager For OPEC Independence
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Wriler
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) -
At least one of 18 senators and
representatives who talked
about energy with President
Carter at Camp David left
wishing the petroleum
producing nations would
have to take a bath in that
oil."
"I think that's kind of the
, snood of some of the people
who were there," Sen. Wen-
dell Ford, D-Ky., said after a
session that lasted from 9 a.m.
to noon Monday.
He said those at the meeting
had independence from the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries on their
minds. Nine senators - in-
cluding Ford and other
members of the Senate
Energy Committee - and
nine representatives attended.
They appeared hopeful of
passing an energy program in
the current session of
Congress that would let the
country declare such in-
dependence, Ford said.
But he said the cost might
include relaxing, or at least
putting off, enforcement of
stringent air and water
pollution standards.
Carter gave no particulars
on what he planned, but Ford,
the only Kentuckian present,
said he was convinced coal
would play a major part. -
The president said little.
"He mostly listened," said
Ford, reached later . by







































































































































He said Carter, appearing
fit, held the session in a-aush
meeting room, a setting
"conducive to free and open
discussion."
-He didn't appear to be
tired but he was very serious.
Very serious. He appeared to
be alert, and very healthy, and
I thought he looked good,"
Ford said.
-He opened the meeting by
telling us he'd like to hear our
views on what we would like to
see him do, or what direction
the country ought to take, and
then all of us had an op-
portunity to give a few
minutes and have a give-and-
take."
Ford said when his turn
came, he talked about coal,
and coal-produced fuels. "You
can believe that," he said.
And from talk at the session,
he said, "I think synthetic
fuels are going to be an in-
tegral part of any decision
that they make ... It is an
answer that's been under our
nose for a long time."
As for pollution, he said,
"The consensus, I believe,
was not to completely relax,
but maybe delay the im-
plementation of more
stringent air pollution stan-
dards so that we could burn
coal and eliminate the oil-fired
generating facilities that are
being used in this country
now. And we could save
roughly 700,000 barrels of oil a
day just by doing that."
"I think it was one of the
most frank sessions and frank
discussions I've heard since
I've been in Congress," he
said.-
OPEC came under fire,
Ford said.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers vlo hove not
r•C•i•IIII their home-delivered
cepy of 11ie Nurrvy Ledger &
Times by 530 p.m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. en
%terrier' ere forted to eel'
753.1916 between 530 p.m.
end 6 p iv Moodity-Fridirp, or
330 pm sod 4 p.m. Satyr-
deyo. to mere delivery of the
newspaper. Colts most be
pieced by 6 p.m. •eeltdays or
4p.m.Seterdirysto90ercettee
delivery.
'And I'm getting tu a point
where I'm about like my
constituents - I was trying
not to be - but frustrated, and
mad, and unhappy, par-
ticularly about the OPE('
countries," he said.
"I'd like to see them have to
take a bath in that oil - and
for us not to need it' in the
future and for us to be in-
dependent," he said.
"We're not controlling our
destiny as long as they can
turn the spicket off and on any
time they want to or raise the
prices any time they want to,"
Ford said.
-I think the mood was there
that we want to get this
country to a position where
they could never do this to us
again."
He said Carter was trying to
develop a program that could
win wide approval.
"His idea is that we're going
to put together a package,
we're all going to be on the
same team, it's going to be a
joint effort. .
"We may find some areas in
which we disagree, but we're
going to get a consensus and
try to move forward with that.
And I think there's a mood to
try and pass it in this
Congress."
State Awaiting Lab Report On
Reported Case Of Typhoid Fever
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
State Epidemiologist Dr.
Carlos Hernandez says he is
awaiting laboratory evidence
before taking further action
' regarding an illness that has
been diagnosed by a Glasgow
physician as typhoid.
-We never call a case
typhoid unless it is confirmed
by a laboratory Culture,"
Hernandez said. "We have
received reports of two cases
of typhoid down there and they -
have Len remiss in their
reporting."
"She definitely has it," Dr.
John Marsh, a Glasgow
physician, said Monday of a
25-year-old Clinton County
woman he has been treating.
"We confirmed-it with a
culture in the laboratog and
she has all the classic sym-
ptoms."
"We're beginning to wonder
about typhoid again," Marsh
said. He noted that another
Glasgow physician had
confirmed a case of the
disease in recent weeks. That
patient was a man who had
been suffering from severe
abdominal pains, Marsh said.
The "classic symptoms" of
typhoid, Marsh said, are a
headache, fever and slow
pulse, usually accompanied
by stomach pains and
diarrhea.
-Ordinarily when 'your
fever goes up, your pulse goes
up too," Marsh said, • 'but with
typhoid, when your fever goes
up, your pulse rate drops."
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said, "and the woman was
sent to me because of that and
the fact she had abdominal
pains. But when I saw it waS.
something else, I sent her to
the hospital and consulted
with other physicians.-
. Marsh said his patient is
"starting to improve,
although she's been awfully
sick."
He said the origin of the
typhoid has not been found,
but water sources are to be
checked beginning today. "No
one else in the family has been
sick," he added.
Only five or six cases of
typhoid have been reported in
Kentucky in the past five to six
years, Hernandez said.
Good sanitation has made
the difference in the disap-
pearance of the disease since
a person has to swallow the
germ to contract it, Her-
nandez added.
It is transmitted through
food, water and milk, Her-
nandez said, and a lack of
personal hygiene, such as not
washing hands before






LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
"Governor, this is the best
conference we've been to in
years," a governor's aide told
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
on an elevator at the Com-
monwealth Convention Center
here.
But Carroll may sometimes
wish he were as popular in
Kentucky as he appears to be
with out-of-staters at the
National Governors'
Association conference.
Carroll said in an interview
Monday that even allowing for
the fact that fellow governors
always are considerate about
the host, They still would not
go out of their way to praise us
this way if they didn't mean
it."
Carroll, chairman of the
NGA, which winds up its
three-day meeting today, said
a senior 'governor told him
that this conference - was
superior to all other; he ,had
attended in management,
substance and family, en-
tertainment.
"We've tried to cast this
toward the family:" the
Kentucky governor said. "We
haven't had a single event that
couldn't be attended and
enjoyed by wives and
children."
Tfie physical layout in
downtown 1,9iiville helps.
The plush new convention
center allows a vast amount of
space for large gatherings and
many committee meetings at
the same time. Two large
hotels are nearby.
Carroll said that just as he
predicted, the state has put its
best foot forward, and, he
added, the city of Louisville
has been put on the 'world
map.
While it seemed at first that
President Carter's can-
cellation of his scheduled
appearance here last weekend
dampened the proceedings.
Carroll said that the tie-in with
Camp David and the current
talks about energy have
brought Louisville to the fore.
Several governors have
traveled from the convention
here to Camp David to confer
.with the president and have
held news Conferences on their
return that have attracted
wide attention.
"How many times have you
been hearing the name of
Louisville by media around
the workl?" Carroll said. "Did
- von noticilhitt the president
has been constantly referring
to What's going on at
Louisville (In connection with
eventiat Camp David )? "
One question raised by some
participants in Kentucky is
who pays the bill for all- the
hospitality.
Carroll said that the debit
and credit figures have not
been compiled yet, but that he
believes the eventual cost to
the state will not exceed
$20,000, compared with what
he said have been ex-
penditures of up to 8250,000 by
other states for similar
meetings.
He said the amount spent by
tnu'io.sts., CLASSIFIED ADS!
2. NOTICE
ads we abort 'The Vos Caul















be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader class-
ifieds must be sub-
mitted by 12 noon the
day before pub-
lication. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
the visitors helps offset
routine expenses such as use
of Kentucky State Police
personnel and vehicles for
security and transportation of
guests.
Under a new policy, the
governors' association bans
direct financial support of the
convention by special interest
groups - such as the hitherto
traditional parties put on by
industries.
,The association has made
up that deficit by doubling its
dues and encouraging sale of





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP -
Louisville police say they have
closed an investigation of the
reported robbery of $35,000 in
cash from the road manager
of singer Natalie Cole after
declaring the report of the
incident ''unfounded."
Detectives Bruce McCorkle
and Michael Miller said in an
official report Monday that
Lyle K. Baker, Miss Cole's 26-
year-old road manager from
North Hollywood, Calif.,
would not cooperate with
police and changed his version
of what occurred.
The rental car Baker said he
drove from Indianapolis to
Louisville Sunday was found
early Monday morning in a
downtown parking lot here.
Police said the keys were in
the locked car, and Baker's
briefcase had been forced
open, apparently with a tire
tool, and contained only
change.
Baker had told police that
$35,000 in cash belonging to
Miss Cole had been in the
briefcase Sunday --afternoon.
He told officers that a man
wearing a mask had pointed a
pistol at him in an „airport
parking I0/ and toialiirn to
take him for a ride.
Baker said he dove out of the
car almost immediately and
ran back to the airport.
The road manager had been
on his way to Nashville, where
Miss Cole appeared Monday
night.
From Nashville her per-
sonal manager, Kevin.Hunter,
said he and Miss Cole believed
Baker's story.
"He's been wIth-ui /Or. Mir-
years now, and we believe it
. was the way he said it was,"
Hunter said, though he added
that Baker would no longer
carry that much cash.
One reason police said they
closed the case was that Baker
refused to take a lie-detector
test:
Hunter confirmed that Miss
Cole had personally asked
Baker to take the test. But he
said Baker told him police
"started to badger him and
were reading him his rights,"
so Baker telephoned his
lawyer in California and then
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S. LOIT-8, FOUND  
LOST GRAY and black
Poodle in vincinity of Be less
a, Da fry Barn Couples pet.
Reward! Call 354 6582 or 474-
2780.
LOST: EYE glasses with




shift Apply in person,
Colonial House No phone
calls please!  
EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC at Murray




groteing fast food operation.
Excellent opportunity for
persons looking for ad
vancement at bettering their
future Positions open in
Murray, Mayfield, and other
locations throughout the
southeast. .An equal op
portunity employer If in.,
terested call Ms. Ermlebert
Or Mr. 'Wesley at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for ap
pointment. 1-800 633-5912.
NEED EXTRA money. Sell
Heart of America home
cleaning and cosmetic
products. You pick your own
hours will train. Call 753
0344 or write P.O. Box 202,
Murray, KY 42071.
.HELP WANTED
PAbUCAH SUN is looking
for a carrier in the Murray
area, for motor route.
Afternoons, must provide
own insured transportation
If interested, call the
Paducah Sun at 4431771 and
ask for the Circulation
Department.
R LPN, immediate




for local Doctor's Office.
Typing skills required. Call
tor an appointment. 753-0374. 
WANTED . FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
71:35a9y1734, office 753-7273, home
WANTED: PERMANENT
job for reliable woman to do
housework 3 or 3t'2 days per
week. Would be responsible
for 2 children some of the
time. Live in Lynn Grove
area. Call 435 4500.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED . FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134. 
WINDOWS WASHED: Can
provide references. Call 753







equipment, stock and in-
ventory. For complete in-
formation call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-'7724.
COMPLETE BEAUTY Shop






clothes and this well
located self service laun-
dromat and dry cleaning
operation will meet the
need. Find out about this
exciting opportunity to
own your own business by






interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
, Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Call 753-7393, 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474.8831.
WANTED TO buy: Standing
timber, top prices paid. 489.
2331
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE





See at 817 North 19th or call
753-6501
PORTIBLE MARK VII
respirator, also a Mark v11
respirator and regulator, one
wheelchair and sheepskin.
11-•• Ca11489 2657.
WE BUY and sell used air





seeted settee, chairs, tables,
planters, desk and chair, and





piece maple dinette set;
chest of drawers; antique
buffet cabinet an,d trunk. 753-
86-15-.F012- SALE: VYurlitzer
piano; sofa; matching chair;
kitchen table -end chairs;







FOR SALE. New queen size
quilt, $175 Also quilt tops.
Call 753-1733 
FOR SALE: 30" electric
range, refrigerator, upright
home freezer, dinette set,
bedroom suite, couch, large
china cabinet. Call 435-4128.
MODERN WOODEN couch,
415 cushion and a gold shag
carpet, Both in good con, ‘.7
Clifidel.- Call. 753-1749 affei-
4:30. ,
25" RCA COLOR,t.v, XL Too-,
excellent 'condition, $300;
Zenith stereo in early
American cabinet, $50. 2




The Department of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease approximately 500 net square feet of office
space to be located in close proximity to the
Calloway Co. courthouse. Space mosthe available
for occupancy on or before Sept. 1, 1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of Public
Properties, Room 4101, New Capitol Annex, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601; no later than-2:00 p.m. EDST,
Friday, July 20, 1979. At this time, all proposals
received will be publicly opened and read. Lease
Requisition Nuhibet 2282 should be clearly marked
on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted.
For any additional information concerning Lease
Requisition Number 2282, contact the Leasing Sec-
tion by calling (5021 54-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and handicapped


































































































































LIME WANT ADS BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
16. HOME FURNISHINGS  H. TV-RADIO
WURLITZER. ORGAN,
perfect condition. Also an
antique wardrobe- 7S311574,
WATER BED, best vinyl
with heavy duty heater
thermostat. Less than one
year old. Call 753-0121. 
It FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
40 CHANNEL, CHANNEL
Master CB with antenna.
.•eatt after 4pm. 75186114. 
NEED A new color t.v, but
short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" -for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
B-Music, 753-7575.
and grass trimmer, cuts with 27. MOB. NOME SALESfish line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99. waiiin_pas-Douste MOE on 2Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. acre lot, central air, well and
FOR- SALE: AC 21 foot large garage, located in
forklift. scaffolding, Kirksey. Call 489 2248 after 5
masonary saw, and morter pm.
mixer. (901) 642-6445 or (901)
247-5273 
GAS POWERE0 weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser. $99 99. Wallin
+lardware Par is, TennesSee.
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
WANT TO sell: 10-speed
bicyCle, excellent condition.
Phone 753-3269. 
22. MUSICAL • ,
CUSTOM KRAFT guitar
amplifier; 5 string banjo








4 ft., $18.79; 5 ft., $19.99; 6 ft.,
$21.99; 8 ft., $39.99; extension
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88; 16 ft.,
$31.88; 20 ft., 545.99; 24 ft.,




Phone  437-4835. 
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
white...464-M . Colors., 169.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tennessee. 
CRAF TONS 7 HP riding




and $149.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee. 
FOR , SALE : John Deese ITO
42" lawn mower and catcher,
good condition. $975. Call 753-
8271. 
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
With brakes, ramps, 20' long,
7'6" wide. 753-1261. 
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
522-7994. 
TOMATOE . JUICER, Vic-
toria No. 200. No peeling, no
cprIng, and no precooking.
Does a bushel in 30 minutia,
$20.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. - •
25. BUS. SERVICE 
GLASS WORK: Plate glass
store fronts, aluminum doors
and • closures, honlat irrl.,
provement work, enclose
patios, porches, garages,
patio doors repaired or
replaced: • Plate glass,
window glass, plexiglas4
and insulated_ _glass, Al
mirror,- tub and shower
doors, picture framing and
auto glass installed. Storm
doors, windows, and screens
repaired-or replaced. M 8. G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Road. Business:" 753-
0180, Home: 7534210. 
SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
104 North 13th.
Professionally trained and
equipped for all breed doer




FOR SALE: 1977 Mobile
home, for information call










new. To see call James
at 753-7724 or 436-2430
after 5 pin.
24x60 FOUR BEDROOM
trailer. Go to East
Elementary school, turn leff
at first gravel road, got to
cross road and take left
Fifth trailer on left
1973 GUERDON. 12-X 40,
underpinned and tied dom..
all electric, funished. Price
$2995. Call 753-2762. 
1971 MOFeGAN MOBILE
home, 12x60, all electric.
Priced  to sell. Call 437-4816. 
12x55 MOBILE HOME in Fox
Meadows. Call Sz,-.1411.-
1968 MODEL 12 x 60,
NEWLY carpeted, ap-
pliances furnished, anchors
and tie downs, underpinned.
382-2206. 
MOBILE HOME,1974,14x70,
3 bedroom. Call 753-4762 or
753 8430 after 5:30. 
28. MOB. NOME RENTS......
10x40 ALL ELECTRIC
furnished mobile home,.$90
per month, deposit required.
No pets. 7519829. 
SMALL TWO bedroom
trailer on large lot, 3 miles
Ovt Oct 121Norfirla-Stetla,
pets, water furnished. $50
depOsit, $85 per month. Call
489-2578. 
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private lot, gas heat, elec-




DITIONERS FOR SALE AT
CLOSE OUT PRICES.
753:9104 or 753-1551.
31. WANT TO RENT
MINISTER WANTS sleeping
room with bath, for following
schoal year. Have
references. Mail response to
Milton West, 108 Russell St.,
Dawson Springs, KY 42048 or
:call 502-797-8155. 




Couple only, no children or








100 South 13th Street.
WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for revolleling. Could
also be converted to high ',turn income
producing property. For your new tax sheltsg,
remodeling project just give us a call. 753-741V
Think you can't afford to buy? Upstairs apart-
ment can be rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back





Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6343
Janice Austin 7534674
32. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
appliances furnished, $200
per ,Month No children or
pets -753-2465
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University. $65 per
moony, utilities furnished.
Apartment for rent. 1.40 per
month. Call 753-4140 or 436-
2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
BRICK HOUSE near
University, available now.
Carpeted. Family, no pets.
$200.753-3942. 
FOR RENT: By the Week, 3
bedroom beach house in
Panama City, Florida. $375
per week. Sleeps 6. Write





cluding washer and dryer.
Deposit required. Call 753-
8964 after 5 pm.
36  RENT OR LEASE 











Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
37.1.IVESTOZK-SUPP. 
FOR SALE: large round
bales of mixed hay. Will also
do custom baling. Call 753,
0649 after 7 pm. 
ROLLED MIXED grass hay
Approximately 1200 pounds
each. -Pickup-.in field. 763-
4371. 
W.  PETS-SUPPLIES. 
BEAGLE PUPS, $10 each.
Call 753-9488 or 753-3144. 
FOUR MONTH old male
Labrador Retriever, AKC
registered. 436-2805. - 
FOR SALE: Siberian
Huskies wonderful pets for
 children, reasonably priced,_
435-4228. 
41.  PUBLIC SALES
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Large or sir-mil give us






GARAGE SALE! 2 party:
Thursday, Friday, July 12th
and 13th, starting at 9 am
each day. 1306 Wells Blvd.,
Murray.
43. REAL ESTATE






With The Friendly Touch




Heat pump and air
cond. - about 3,500 ,sq.
ft. Must see to ap-
preciate.
PRIME MOCATION -




INfull basement, big lot.
$42,500. HURRY!
COUNTRY SET17N-
G: 3 BR. oldee frante
home„ w/fireplace
located on 12 acres of
land, with large pond,
for only $20,000.
144 ACRES M.L. WS of
marketable timber. Year
around creek. Some
buildings. 7 miles east. 5.471




South 12th At Sycamore
TF LEPHONf 75316.51
For $53,500.00 you can
purchase this three
bedroom hoem with
central heat and air,
formal dining, family









43. R_RAL ESTATE 
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
you to sleep on warm sum-
mer nights...3 bedroom A-
f ra me on waterfront
lot...living room with
fireplace, kitchen with dining
area, deck overlooks lawn
-gently sloping to waters
edge. A top location, vacant
and priced for immediate
sale. Hurry!...30's...Offered





Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs









MOVE IN an live in this
nice older home in New
Providence area. Sittin on 3/4
acre lot with trees. 2
bedrooms upstairs, 2
bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down. Must see






Need lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom, 2
bath home with hying
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work.
shop and it's all
situated -on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It







with 2 bedrooms, 2 bath's.'
Completely remodeled and
some furniture along with
stove'and refrigerator stays
with 'sale. Nice lot, ap-
proximately 110x108. A good
buy at only $10,000. Nelson
Shroat Company 759,1707.
5 MILES FROM
THE COURT SQUARE -
58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tengable land and






your budget with this well
built, low maintenance three
bedroom, • one bath
home...8 x 12 outside
storage...1 acre „al-I-just 4
miles from town...Priced in
520's. For more information,
call 753-1492...Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your









44. HOMES FOR SALE 
ATTRACTIVE HOME for
sale, brick, 2 or a bedrooms, 1
bath, complete kitchen
tari4a-4s, nice neigaborhood. -
Call 618,734-3029. 
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.




heat and air, aluminum
siding, full basement, near
the lake. $17,500. Phone 436
2391.
W. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, $22.88; 36 month
guarantee 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month guarantee, $36.99.
Ite Wallin Hardware, Paris,Tennessee. 
- TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x1.1" or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14". $36.65 aad$3.17 F ET ;
L 60x14", $41.14 and $3.79
FET. Wallin 'Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
6-ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET;
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. W atilt Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 FET; E78x14",
$22.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
FET; G78x14" or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 -Ik`ET; HANTS", -
$27.52 and $2.76 FET;
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
49. USED CAR-S . 
1975 AUSTIN MARINA, new
engine, AM-FM radio, ralial
tires. Call 759-4402 after-3
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME,
T-top, $6900. Call 753-2414 or
71597-0 518'9 CADILLAC CON-
- VER-TIBLE, 4970 the_vrolet
truck with utility. bed. Call
435-4284.







your family needs, arid






a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$39,900.
Purdom A Thurman




WHETHER YOU rent or
whether you buy...You pay
for the house you occupy!
Stop supporting your lan-
dlord and see this 2 bedroom
frame today. Located on nice
qUiet street. It's just waiting
for , you...Priced in, the raid







.A uctioneer Realtor-., Appraiser







Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
fairveoprilatcee in the d e chairby thne.
The kids will have a
trail in the large
recreation room, and















Gardens.- Block C number 72,







brakes, _ tilt steering,
automatic, 305 V8,
beige with 23,000
miles. One owner. Call
753-1372 between 7 and
5.
1968 CHEVELLE, RED, 2
d,00r hardtop; 1971 Toyota
Celica ST; 1951 Ford, 2-door;
1965 Chevelle, fiberglass
front end, 350 turbo,
automatic transmission. 2
Cragar spoked uni-lug
wheels with 2 L60 14 white
letter tires. Also headers for
a 1968 Chevelle. 753-2904 or
759-4601. 
1975 DATSUN B-210, 4-door,
46,000 miles, air conditioned,
$2850. 197.50atsun 710 wagon,
4-speed with air, $2800. 753-
bl:31i77 -FIA-T-CONVERTIBLE,
25,000 miles, one owner.
Motor and body very good,
good gas mileage. $SICCI. Call
753-8774,-
1975 GRANDE LE MANS in
good condition. Low mileage,
all power air4!brakes,
steering, and windows. 753-
6470
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.




power steering, air con-
ditioned, power . brake$,
50,000 miles. Call 489-2187. 
1-9-75 TWO-DOOR HA °TOP
Pontiac Ventura, 36,000
actual miles, black and gold
cloth 'interior, extra clean.,
753-7620. _ 
1978 Z28 CAMERO, 22,000
actual miles, white with




SCOUT, 4X4, red, white,
and blue, white spoke
___ wheels, convertible top,









Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.75
Foe b.. A 101.060 PI 753 14145 4N, 44.44. R. Pe4l4 54.144.
We Install And
Car Service Everything Rom
Stereo's We Sell At e stereo's
World of Sound
222 So. 12th , 763-58




Floored aril! ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD,6.y he bupr et cut 
for less. 
ready to assemble up to 240 Ooseil from Fri.






49. USED CARS 5.1. SERVICES OFFERED . 53. SERVICES OFFERED 
-GeinA.ND 
Yard 1000 -JOBS done Call 753-, wBoUrSkHCF4a0Gli 7153N
- 6969 or 7534124 and ask for -
Lampe,
kpuep 483411O-21e:livi"ery. 'Con*: Mee* '
BACKNOE
breeds. By appointment. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or WORK &
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24' BULLDOZING
below the ground, leaving
437-4533only sawdust and chips. Can
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




1975 Gran Torino. Bids
will be accepted by the
Hazel City Council on
the above automobile.
This unit was formerly
used as police car and
may be seen at the
home of Ira Morgan,
City Councilman. The
Hazel City Council will
reserve the right to




1978 BRONCO XLT with
13,000 miles. excel lent
conditon, loaded with extras.
436-2805.
1979 CHEVROLET LUV
pickup, 4 speed, air con-
ditioned. Call 75T-3501. 
1975 'FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains, icebox, porta-bed,
couch, wheels, Itirack,-
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which is real
economical. $3700 or will
trade. Phone 354-6217. 
1964 FORD PICKUP, short
bed, V8, mechanically good.
Call-492-8368.
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
custom pickup, everything
but air. 753-7477.
1952 GMC TWO ton truck.
753-1654.
1967 tit. CO. 400 tractor-
trailer, 250 cummings, 13
speed transmission with 1968
Freuhauf 40 ft. flatbed. 436-
2847 after 6 pm. 
1972 VOLKSWAGON VAN,
new tires, 8-track tape, fold
open bed and table, engine
completely overhauled, 18-20
fhPEI, $1500. Call (901) 642-
8729 or (901) 247-3724. 
51. CAMPERS
1974 COLEMAN CAMPER,
sleeps six. Call 753-8195 after
6pm. 
1974 CAMPER FOR sale.
Sleeps 4, good condition.
Phone 7534047_ after. 5 pm,.
753-7274. 
FOR SALE: 8' over the cab





Highway 80 East, Mayfield,




27' _VEGA TRAVEL trailer,
likp new, has everything on
it, deluxe model. $4500. Call
753-9920. 
52. BOATS IL MOTORS 
1973,-58 He JOHNSON With
power trim, and a 1978, 4stip
Evinrude, new. Call 436-2465. 
HOUSEBOAT. 1969, 36 ft.
Leisure Craft, steel hull,
economical 120 hp, 4 cylinder
engine. SLeeps 6, very clean,
$8500. Call 1-901.232-8221. 
1978 JET, BOAT, Montelley.
Black, red, and silver metal-
flake with 454 Chevrolet
motor, chrome headers and
trailer with dual wheels and
mags. Used only 6 times.
Also a 60 ft. tower antenna.
Phone 753-8754.
SILVERUNE 16 FOOT tri-
hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
motor plus trailer, all 76
model. $3000 firm. Call 489-
2248 affer 5 pm. 
SKI BOAT with trailer, good
condition, reasonable. Call
753-60747"' 
TWO BOATS. 16' Mark
Twain ski boat, 140 Mer-
cruiser
.
 and trailer. Also a 16'
Cherokee, 80 hp Mercury .
motor, .trailer. Paris, 'TN
(901) 6424257 or (901) 642-
1961
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,




refrigeration and -air con-
ditiontn.g. Call Bill Rollins,
753-0762. - 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son:
General. home remodeling,
framing, aluminum Siding,
gutters, and. roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753.5808 or 753-5706. 
CARPET' CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
'and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEANING,- -free -
estimates, • satisfied
references, Vibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
753-5816. 
COMPARE 1111CID' saVe ,orr
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Bloek garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
Cstimates _ _ _
FOR • YOUR - home"
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753-
6123. 
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears conti nous gutters
installed per your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
axcelleat _refereaces. Call
753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentrywork small
masonary jobs, decks and
patios built, rooms paneled.
492-8615. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
-INTERIOR - AND exterior
painter, also spray paint
mobile homes 753-4174 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, v̀heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small electrical jobs done?




PING, driveways and small
---tobs-a Speciality, also-pat-









FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your R--0---0F I NG, Iii-MODELING,
needs.  - painting interior and r.ax-
tetior. Anything to do with
carpentary we can da- it.
Reasonable rates. 20 pipers
__experience,- -Senior.
thsMnt. Phone 753-2418, 8
am tiI9,pm. .•• 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
-work. Call Roger Hudson,'
753-6763 or 753-4545. 
WET BASRMENT? 'We
make wet basements ary,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Moccian_enm
stryction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42004,. or





and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around 'the'
home, .Such as; painting,
carpeting, and concrete. 753-
2211 or 753-9600. 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag time, alscr Salve-
any type of brown or white'
Pea gravel. Call Rciger...,
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545. 
WOULD LIKE to do srnall
4p912788b5i97 jobs and painting,
57. WANTED 
WA6FT-ECIT -FARM famikies
interested rn a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, hOtrie
759-113,1. • 
WANTED:100 Females and
100 Males, between It twee,
to be in the World Reoled
Marathon, starting Audust
25, 1979. This Marathon will
last for 3 weeks. Will pay it00
per day. per perlon. This
Marathon wit* be held at
Ray's Record Shop in Herrin,
IL. Call Saturday's only from




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or night.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located i
anorama Shore's. Has living room, kit
en, utility and bath. Bedrooms -newl




Everything you want for your family's enjoyment -
centratelectric heat and air; fireplace in a cozy den
with patio; studi.and play room for the kids; in-
- kitchen with- walk -out redwood deck
overlooking spacious back yard; lots of storage
area ;Plus a double garage. Let this be your dream








Special Edition Black with Trans-Am trim package featuring gold stripes
and gold Firebird.
Special features include: T-rop, Automatic in the Floor with Console,
P.S. and P.B., Air, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control, Rear Window Defogger, FM
Stereo/8 Track, Power Door Locks, Steel Belted Radials, Raised Letter
Tires and Low Mileage) Looks New. 5695"
PARKER FORD INC.
701 Main - 753-5273
1




( Tobe Futrell are being held •
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with George Bandarra
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Mike Turner, grandson,
Robert Ward, Marshall
Cleaver, Frank Bird, Elzie
Dick, and Ewing Shelton,
sons-in-law. Burial will follow
in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery
in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Mr. Futrell, 77, died Sunday
at 6:30 a.m. at .his home on
Murray Route 3.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Donna Underhill Futrell;
one son, Clyde Futrell; six
daughters, Mesdames Robert
Ward, Marshall Cleaver,
Frank Bird, ELzie Dick, Nellie
Mae Scott, and Ewing
Shelton;' two sisters, Mrs.
Herbert Tucker and Mrs._
Terry Berkley; one brother,
Berlie Futrell; 13 grand-




The funeral for Mrs. Sudie
Dick Morton, widow of Will
Morton; was held this morning
at 11 o'clock at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with John Dale of-
ficiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the song service.
0. T. Stalls, James Morton,
Herbert Dick, Raymond
Clayton, 'Joe Poulson, and
Charles Littleton served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
New Concord Cemetery.
Mrs. Morton, 89, died
Sunday at 11:35 a.m. at the
Mueray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Forest Boyd,
Murray, and two brothers,
Dallas Dick, Hazel, and Fred
Dick, Murray Route 4.
Services Are Today
For Mrs. White
The funeral services for
Mrs. Woodrow (Sylvadell
Cooper) White are being held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
charles Blair and Henry
Hargis' officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
James Grooms, Sherrill
Gargus, Ted Cooper, Jimmy
Cooper, Will Ed Travis, and
Eddie Huie are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
In the $outh Pleasant Grove
Cemetery
Mrs. White, 69, died Sunday
at 11:30 h.M. at her home on
Murray Route 4.
She is survived by her
husband, Woodrow White; one
son, Gerald Cooper, Murray
Route 7; three sisters, Miss
Laverne Gargus, Mrs. Ken
Myers, and Mrs. Harmon
Whitnell; one brother,
William Gargus; two gran-
dchildren, Greg and Tanya
Cooper.
Hog Market
Federal-Ste Market News Service July
10, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 445 Est. 600 Barrows Si
Gilts .50- 75 higher Sows steady 50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. .... 240 26-4075
US 2200-240 lbs.  14000-4050
US 13 240-250 lbs.  239 00-40.00
US 14 360-2B3 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2770-300 he.  229 00-2900
US 1-3 300-150 lbs.  227 00-23 00
1.09 1-3 450-500 bs 228 00-29 00
US 14 500450 Ibis r29 00-30 00 few 30.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 226 00-27.00
Boars 25 00-77 OU
Lois Kemp Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Lois Kemp, 72, retired
farmer of the Cottage Grove,
Tenn., community, died
Sunday at 9:30 p.m. on arrival
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Kemp was a member of
the Cottage Grove Baptist
Church. Born Sept. 23, 1906, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Emmit B.
Kemp and Lula Coleman
Kemp.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Erah Vaden Kemp, to
whom he was married in 1931;
two daughters, Mrs. Everett
(Betty) Moody, Buchanan,
Tenn., and Mrs. Gaylon H.
(Gail) Morris, Puryear,
Tenn.; one son, Buddy V.
Kemp, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
seven grandchildren.
The ftmeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., With burial to





MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
The Graves County fiscal
court has authorized County
Attorney Ben Lookofsky to file
suit against the Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad.
The suit authorized Monday
involves a road south of the
Dublin community in which
the railroad allegedly has
dumped debris into a 'creek
near the road, preventing
water drainage.
Lookof sky was authorized to
file suit against the railroad
for damages.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — USDA - -
Estimated receipts for cattle and calves
1,800. feeders 60 percent: limited
slaughter steers and heifers steady; cows
2.06-3,00 lower, these 3.00-1'00 lower for
two days • trading, bulls 100-200 lower
Slaughter calves and vealers untested
early Feeders steady to 1.00 higher,
slaughter steers choice 24 1010-1140 lb
63.60-65 10. mixed good and choice 2-31000-
1366 lb 6250-6325, standard and good 2-3
11141545 lb %.50-60 40. slaughter heifers
few choice 2-3 980-1050 lb 63 00-64 90. a fear
good and choice 2.3650-12% lb 60.00-61.75;
slaughter cows commercial 3-5 41 03-55 75;
utility 13 47.00-54 00. a few high dressing
individuals 55.00-56,50: cutter 1-2 47.00-
53.50; canner and cutter under BOO lb 43.75-





80 carcass boning per-
eld grade 1-2 1150-1650 lb
trint215.00-69 50, yield
g overly fat bulls in-
dicating 73-78 percent 5575-65 00:
slaughter calves and veaiers untested
early, few choice 360-365 lb calves 84 00-
86 03; feeder steers choice 300-400 lb 95 00-
109 50. 500-600 lb 89 03-96.50. 500-600 lb
6606-41 40, 600-700 lb 78 00-88 00, 700.090 lb
69 00-11 00. mixed gbod anc choice 350-700
lb 81.004000; good 450420 lb 66.00-77.00:
heifers choice 300403 lb 78.00-4498. 500-700
lb 7500-7150. including 157 head string
597-603 lb 76 10-7725. 740-780 lb fleshy
offerings 64.0047.00; mixed good and
choice 300-503 lb 74.0071 503 500-700 lb
5760-7400. stock cows few choice 5-8 year-
old black-white face 850475 lb 5950-65.26
Hogs 900, barrows and gilts 25--.50
higher, US 1-2210-247 lb 41.65-41 90; 2 196--
X0 lb 4110-41.66; 3-3325-300 lb 4050.41.10,
sows 754.03 lower; US 1-2 320-500 lb 30.75-
32.00 , 500465 lb 32.00-33.00, 'boars over 300
lb 79 50-31 75
Sheep 25 untested early
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, firnished to the
ledger 14 Tunes by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows.
Industrial Average -3.50
Air Products 34 uric
American Motors  unc
Ashland 3974 -62
American Telephone 57% unc
Bonanza 3%13 3% A
Chrysler 9 unc
Ford Motor 41% -4
G.A.F 11% -lit
General Care VI 
General Dynamics 3244 -L4
General Motors..... 57711 -
General lire 23% unc
Goodrich 20% unc
Hardees - 13%




Quaker Oats 24% unc
Tappan 11 talc
Texaco 29 -+%
Wal Mart  24% +1,4
Wendy, .15'1B 16V4A
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1979 Malibu Landau Classic Demonstrator,
loaded, serial number 1W77H9K459265, 3,157
miles, warranty still 12,000 miles or 12 months.
$11,129.64 se eon Eli
Absolute Invoice Price. -UpUltiVa 1 I
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
ABOARD THE JAMES
BAY — More than 300 years
ago, wealthy passengers
eager to strip the New World
of its treasure boarded the
Spanish galleon Nuestra
Senora de Atocha. Now divers
salvaging what they believe is
the sunken ship say they've
reached its first-class com-




The Lynn Grove United
Methodit church will hold its
revival services starting
Wednesday. July 11, and
continuing through, Friday.
July 13.
Speaker for the services
each evening at 7:30 will be
the Rev. Dan Tucker, pastor
of the Good Shepherd and
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Churches. Special
music will be held each
evening.
The church and the pastor,
the Rev. Julian Warren, invite
the public to attend the ser-
vices.
long-dead occupants.
The James Bay, a 160-foot
•Canandian minesweeper
leased for the summer, is now
anchcired about 40 miles West




hearing economic advice from
members of Congress and,
other officals, stunnioned
prominent private citizens to
Camp David ttoday to discuss




crash" is ticking away as-the
faltering hulk dips deeper into
the Earth's thickening at-
mosphere and heads toward a
blazing reentry Wednesday.
If present, imprecise
forecasts hold, the space
station, will_begin to break up
shortly after 11 a.m CDT
Wednesday and scatter its
hundreds of pieces of molten
debris harmlessly into the
Indian Ocean and over West




(AP) — President Anastasio
Somoza's resignation was
again rumored to be inuninent
today as a knowledgeable
military source said the
national guard's situation was
• 'hopeless."
Somoza's aides continued to
insist that the dictator had no
plans to leave the country.
However, other Nicaraguan
sources %aid / Somoza has
agreed to leave when the U.S.
government tells him to.
ALEXANDRIA, Egjopt
(AP) — President Anwar
Sadat and Prime Minister
Menachem Begin open a
three-day meeting today in
this Mediterranean coastal
resort, but both the Israelis
and Egyptians said they ex-




Mexico (AP) — The worst
offshore oil 'well blowout in
history is still spewing oil into
the Gulf of Mexico more than
a month after it exploded, and
most experts say the fiery
eruption will continue for at-
least two more months.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
Farmers will have the op-
portunity to sell more burley
tobacco in loose-leaf form
under a proposed expanded
test marketing. of the
packaging method.
Acting U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Jim Williams said
Monday the proposal includes
three new changes in an ex-
panded loose-leaf test through
the 1979 season:
—Federal price supports
would be guaranteed for
looseleaf burley on 25 percent
— rather than the 5 percent
allowed last year — of a
farmer's crop quota, or 1,500
pounds, whichever is larger.
—Any unwanted quota could
be apportioned to other far-
mers who want to sell more
than 25 percent of their crop in
bales rather than the
traditional hand-tied method.
—Loose-leaf tobacco could
be sold on any sales days,
instead of the five specified
days set aside in last year's
experiment.
Public comments on the
proposed expanded loose-leaf
Farmers To Get Opportunity
To Sell Additional Tobacco
Bergland is expected to make
a final decision about the 1979
season following use comment
period.
test will be accepteA by the
USDA until Aug. 10.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Arthur Fiedler, Maestro
Of 'Pops,' Dies At Home
BOSTON (AP) — Arthur
Fiedler, the zesty showman
who brought classical._ music
to millions as conductor of the
Boston Pops, died today at his
Brookline home. He was 84.
Word of his death came
from his personal physician,
Dr. Samuel Proger of Tufts
New England Medical Center,
who said the maestro died of
cardiac arrest at about 7 a.m.
Dr. George Bottomley, the
brother of Fiedler's wife,
Ellen, said the maestro passed
away quietly in his bed. He
was found about 7:30 a.m.
"He had been working, but
he died in his bed," Bottomley
said.
Boaomley said Fiedler's
son Peter was away from
home on Nation/11G rd Duty.
Funeral arrange are
incomplete.
"To millions of people
around the world the maestro
personified the spirit and life
of the city of Boston," said
Boston Mayor Kevin H. White.
"We probably never again will
be blessed by the presence of
such a gifted, vital man.
Arthur Fiedler was a Boston
institution, a man whose verve
and talent transcended
generations."
Fiedler, who had remained
vigorously active until the -
past year, had been
recuperating from
hospitalization for a :heart
condition. He had suffered a
heart attack, his fifth since
age 44, on June 9. He was
















Savings 8 Loan Association 759-1234
Security Federal Is
Bustin' Through
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